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 ABSTRACT 
DEVELOPING AN ALTERNATIVE TRAINING PROGRAM 
FOR PASTORS WITHOUT FORMAL THEOLOGICAL TRAINING IN 
MEYCAUAYAN CITY, BULACAN, PHILIPPINES 
By 
Fernando C. Lua 
 
The Philippine church has grown rapidly the past four decades in response to the 
call to disciple the whole nation for Christ. The Philippines now has more than 51,000 
local churches. A majority of these churches though are small, with approximately 86 
percent of all churches having less than a hundred members. The growth of churches 
creates a great need to produce pastors for these churches. Around 39 percent of all 
churches do not have a pastor or a trained pastor. The purpose of this research is to help 
the Asian Theological Seminary come up with an alternative pastoral training program 
for these pastors without formal theological training. The target group of pastors for this 
specific study comes from a pastoral group in Meycauayan City, Bulacan. 
 Fifteen self-selected pastors coming from eleven churches participated in this 
study. I selected them from among the pastors who were attending the seminary’s 
seminars in Meycauayan City. The main criteria I used for the selection is that they 
should have no formal theological training as pastors. I did a survey with these pastors 
where they identified their areas of need for pastoral training. I also interviewed these 
pastors to understand further what they need for a possible training program. Twenty-four 
church leaders from these eleven churches were interviewed as well in order to get their 
 perspectives as to what they perceive are the needs of their pastors for pastoral training. I 
then made a comparison with the findings from these two groups and made a list of the 
common areas they see as priorities for pastoral training.  
 The findings showed that pastors would like to improve their preaching, biblical 
interpretation and leadership and administration skills and learn how to sustain their 
passion for God. The church leaders saw the priority of their pastors’ leading their 
churches to numerical growth as well as their growing as godly persons respected both in 
the church and in the community. From these findings, I developed some 
recommendations for the seminary to consider in designing a training program for these 
pastors. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The Philippines has well over 51,000 churches. Despite the number of Bible 
colleges and seminaries, efforts to produce well-trained and capable pastors are not 
sufficient. Thus many churches do not have pastors, or they have untrained pastors/lay 
pastors leading them.   
The Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches (PCEC), the umbrella 
organization of most evangelical and Protestant churches in the Philippines, conducted a 
survey of the churches. This survey shows almost 86 percent (or 44,340) of evangelical 
churches have a membership of less than one hundred. Around 61 percent have 
membership of less than fifty. Almost twenty thousand churches have a membership of 
less than thirty people. The smaller the size of the church, the greater is the probability 
that it is struggling for survival. Many small churches are under the leadership of pastors 
with no formal training in ministry. The majority of these churches have difficulty paying 
a full-time pastor or any other staff member (Kohl 12; see Table 1.1).  
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Table 1.1. The Size of Evangelical/Protestant Churches in the Philippines 
Membership Churches % 
Below 30 19,720 38.20 
31-50 11,900 23.05 
51-75 7,410 14.35 
76-100 5,310 10.28 
101-300 6,200 12.01 
301-500 595 1.15 
501-1,000 320 0.62 
1,001 and up 120 0.33 
Total churches 51,555  
Source: Kohl 12. 
 
In 2003-2005, I used my class in Pastoral Theology at Asian Theological 
Seminary (Metro Manila, Philippines) to do a survey of Filipino pastors—their personal 
profile, church profile, ministry experiences, as well as their challenges. They were to 
survey pastors regardless of age, gender, marital status, or denomination. I, in 
consultation with my students, composed the questions for the survey based on our 
interests. I asked the students to have at least five pastors answer a two-page survey 
questionnaire.  
The result showed that many churches are being pastored by people who have no 
formal theological training. A total of one hundred pastors, out of 236 pastors in that 
survey (42 percent), indicated they had no formal theological or ministerial training. 
Sixteen respondents did not answer this section on educational attainment (see Appendix 
A). 
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 from the PCEC survey shed light on the educational 
background of Philippine pastors. These two statistical data show that many pastors are in 
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need of ministerial training. At least 39 percent of these pastors have no formal training 
but are actually pastoring. Some of these pastors probably had significant apprenticeship 
experience with a pastor who had formal training. Table 1.2 showed sixteen percent of 
churches are without a pastor. The need is great. Eddie Gibbs mentions that even in the 
United States the majority of pastors do not have a Master of Divinity degree (Church 
Next 92). 
 
Table 1.2. Title/Position of Informant in These Churches 
Title/Position Small City % 
Large City 
% 
Rural 
% % 
Senior Pastor 60 67 58 62 
Pastoral Team 27 23 17 22 
Elder/Board 13 10 25 16 
Source: Kohl 19. 
 
Table 1.3. Theological Education of Pastors 
 Small City % 
Large City 
% 
Rural 
% % 
No training—self-study only 10 6 11 9 
Have attended seminars but no formal 
theological training 27 37 25 30 
Bible college graduate 40 37 58 45 
Seminary graduate or working on 
graduate level classes of seminary 23 20 6 16 
Source: Kohl 20. 
  
Economics is another big factor affecting the training of pastors. Many pastors are 
suffering financially. These pastors are burdened to find other sources of income in order 
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to feed their family. Tables 1.4 and 1.5 indicate the churches’ and pastors’ monthly 
income as reported in this survey of 236 pastors.   
 
Table 1.4. Church Monthly Income, from a Survey of 236 Pastors 
Church Monthly 
Income 
Number of 
Churches 
Church Monthly 
Income 
Number of 
Churches 
Under P5,000 57 P40,001–60,000 22 
P5,001–10,000 57 P60,001–100,000 15 
P10,001–20,000 31 P100,001–250,000 11 
P20,001–30,000 17 Above 250,000 11 
P30,001–40,000 10   
Source: Appendix A. 
 
Table 1.5. Pastor’s Monthly Income from Their Church, from a Survey of 236 
Pastors  
 
Monthly Income Number of Pastors Monthly Income Number of Pastors 
Under P3,000 47 P15,001–20,000 17 
P3,000–5,000 53 P20,001–25,000 4 
P5,001–8,000 39 Above P25,000 6 
P8,001–12,000 50 None (tentmaker) 2 
P12,001–15,000 16   
Source: Appendix A. 
 
One hundred dollars is approximately 4,300 Philippine pesos (October 2007 
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas rate). According to a government statistics office, National 
Statistical Coordination Board, Filipino families of five living in the National Capital 
Region (or Metro Manila) needed 8,254 pesos monthly income in 2006 to stay out of 
poverty (Virola). Based on this poverty threshold, many pastors are poor. Financial 
restrictions could be another reason why some of them cannot afford Bible college or 
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seminary training. The survey showed that 128 pastors indicated they were not satisfied 
with their compensation, and 144 pastors said they are doing other things to supplement 
their income. 
Current trends among seminaries also show a decrease in the enrollment of 
pastoral students. Many are now getting their training in different programs. Some even 
have no intention of becoming pastors, knowing that the burden of leading the church to 
growth rests on them.   
Asian Theological Seminary, where I am heading the pastoral studies department, 
is experiencing a decrease in the number of pastoral students. Asian Theological 
Seminary currently offers six different programs—Biblical Studies, Theological Studies, 
Christian Education, Intercultural and Urban Studies, Counseling, and Pastoral Studies. 
Some of the pastors are in other programs offered by the seminary.  Reaching out to 
churches with untrained workers and providing relevant biblical training is my passion. 
An example of the enrollment statistics in Asian Theological Seminary (ATS) from 
school year 1997 to 2007 is given in Tables 1.6 and 1.7. 
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Table 1.6. ATS Actual Enrollment in Pastoral Studies 
 
Academic Year First Semester Second Semester 
1997-1998 38 38 
1998-1999 42 43 
1999-2000 41 36 
2000-2001 47 42 
2001-2002 38 40 
2002-2003 44 42 
2003-2004 42 28 
2004-2005 20 29 
2005-2006 23 20 
2006-2007 27 25 
Source: Silva. 
 
Table 1.7. ATS Actual Number of Pastoral Studies Graduates 
Academic Year No. of Graduates 
1997-1998 7 
1998-1999 5 
1999-2000 8 
2000-2001 1 
2001-2002 11 
2002-2003 4 
2003-2004 11 
2004-2005 10 
2005-2006 4 
2006-2007 6 
Source: Silva. 
 
The seminary has been experiencing a downward trend in enrollment and the 
number of graduates the past five years. The highest number of pastoral students was 
forty-seven, in the first semester of 2000-2001. Since then, it has gone down to a low of 
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twenty students. Many factors contributed. This downward trend in enrollment is a clear 
sign for the need to evaluate the overall training program the seminary is offering. The 
seminary needs to touch base with the actual needs of the pastors and churches. Changes 
are needed in the training program in order to produce more effective and productive 
pastors.   
ATS now has the vision to start a parallel training program to reach those pastors 
who cannot go to the seminary. It is a parallel training program in that it runs side-by-side 
with the regular program (all the master’s level programs). These new programs all fall 
under the Special Programs (certificate level programs and the Master in Business 
Administration). The seminary is developing a new type of training where the seminary 
faculty and other trainers go to where the pastors and leaders of the churches are. It will 
include more seminars and workshops that incorporate mentoring as an important 
component. The name of the new training program is Center for Continuing Studies 
(CCS). CCS conducts training with different pastoral groups in different areas in Luzon 
(northern island where the capital region is also located). This training program is in the 
initial stage and has not developed a set curriculum.   
Purpose 
The purpose of this research was to identify the ministry skills and spiritual 
formation practices needed by a select group of fifteen pastors from Bulacan, Philippines, 
as perceived by these pastors and their church leaders for nonformal theological training.   
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Research Questions 
 This project used three basic research questions in order to identify the training 
needs of these fifteen pastors from Bulacan.    
Research Question #1 
What do pastors who have no formal training report as their need for ministerial 
skills and spiritual formation practices training? 
Research Question #2 
What do church leaders say are the necessary ministry skills and spiritual 
formation practices needed by their pastors? 
Research Question #3 
What are the common ministry skills and spiritual formation practices identified 
by pastors and their church leaders? 
Definitions 
Ministerial skills refer to the pastoral capabilities such as preaching skills, 
administrative skills, leading skills, or counseling skills needed in order to shepherd 
believers effectively. 
Spiritual formation needs refer to the discipline of integrating God’s presence and 
character into one’s life so that in the process one becomes more Christlike. Spiritual 
disciplines such as prayer, meditation of the Scriptures, silence in order to hear God’s 
voice and direction, solitude, and reflection are helpful practices. No magic or mystical 
power is tied to the practice of these disciplines. Spiritual disciplines are aids to help 
bring about the process of becoming more like Jesus. Robert Mulholland says, “Spiritual 
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formation is the process of being conformed to the image of Jesus for the sake of others” 
(Invitation 15).   
Nonformal theological training refers to the ministerial training provided by any 
group or organization that does not award the student or trainee an accredited degree or 
diploma. The purpose of this training is to equip the person for ministry.   
Context 
The Philippines now has a population of around 88.7 million people (“About the 
Philippines”). Metro Manila, the capital center, is a city with a population of more than 
12 million people. Thirteen cities and four municipalities composed the city. The late 
President Ferdinand Marcos created the metropolitan city in the 1980s. The first governor 
of this metropolitan city was actually the First Lady, Imelda Marcos. Today an 
administrator takes care of the needs for the whole Metro Manila but works with all the 
mayors of the said seventeen cities and municipalities. 
As a nation, the Philippines is 82.9 percent Roman Catholic, with evangelicals 
and Protestants comprising about 5.4 percent of the population (“About the Philippines”). 
Catholicism came when Ferdinand Magellan rediscovered the Philippines in 1521. For 
almost four hundred years, the Spaniards ruled the country, until the Americans came in 
1898. Spain and America were at war that lasted for several years until the Americans 
were victorious. By 1902 the American Era had begun. The first Presbyterian and 
Methodist missionaries who arrived with the American soldiers in 1899 introduced 
Protestantism (4). The earliest mission agencies made a Comity agreement in Manila in 
April 1901, where they divided the Philippines into 7 different regions for each mission 
group. These Protestants called themselves “Iglesia Evangelica” (Evangelical Church) 
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(Baldemor 6-7). The city of Manila, however, remained open to all denominations 
(Tuggy and Toliver 19). 
After World War II, more missionaries and denominational groups came to the 
Philippines. These new missions and denominational groups did not want to be restricted 
by the comity agreement. They terminated the agreement because people moved to 
different parts of the country and subsequently took their own form and style of worship 
(Tuggy and Toliver 21).    
The number of evangelicals, as well as the number of churches, has dramatically 
risen in the past thirty-three years. One reason for this growth is the impact of a project 
spearheaded by the Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches and Philippine 
Challenge—the Project DAWN Philippines 2000 that started in 1974 and is supported by 
all the PCEC members and other major church groups. DAWN stands for “Discipling A 
Whole Nation.” The DAWN movement actually originated from James Montgomery, a 
former missionary to the Philippines in the 1960s (see his book, The Discipling of a 
Nation, written with Donald A. McGavran). The goal for this project was to plant an 
evangelical church in every barangay, or village, by the year 2000 (DAWN Philippines, 
back of front cover). The barangay is the smallest political unit into which cities and 
municipalities in the Philippines are subdivided (“About the Philippines”). At that time 
(1974), the Philippines has about 50,000 barangays. As a result of this national church 
planting movement, the number of churches has grown to more than 51,000. Despite this 
growth, not all barangays had a church planted. A duplication of church planting 
happened in many of these barangays, and today 26,000 barangays are still unchurched 
(Kohl 12).       
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With the number of churches planted across the country, and the significant 
growth in numbers of evangelicals, the need for pastors and church workers became 
evident. Different denominations and churches started many Bible schools and 
seminaries. These institutions, however, have not kept up with the church’s need for 
trained pastors. The number of graduates from these schools has not been enough to 
support the need of the new churches. Some Bible colleges and seminaries have even 
experienced a drop in the number of their student enrollment these past several years.   
Asian Theological Seminary is one of the many seminaries in Metro Manila that 
seeks to cater to the needs of the church. SEND International and Overseas Missionary 
Fellowship (OMF) established Asian Theological Seminary with this vision in mind in 
1969 to train leaders and workers for the church in Asia. ATS has grown significantly to 
become the biggest seminary in the Philippines in terms of the number of students and 
local faculty; however, in the past five years, it has been experiencing a downward trend 
in enrollment, including pastoral students. The registrar’s office has determined, based on 
the follow-up of students who discontinued, that lack of financial support, lack of time 
due to heavy ministry responsibilities, and travel distance are reasons for the lack of 
enrollment. 
The present program of the seminary offers a Master of Divinity in Pastoral 
Studies and an Advanced Graduate Diploma in Pastoral Studies. The latter, which is the 
shorter program, is only for pastors with a Bachelor’s degree in pastoral ministry or its 
equivalent. The present curriculum is quite difficult for many prospective students 
because of the length of the program. Many of the present pastors are not qualified to 
enter the seminary due to their low level of educational attainment (see Appendix A, 
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question 1). The seminary has been catering only to the urban pastors, and pastors of the 
bigger rural churches. The seminary needs to address the training needs of the majority of 
pastors. 
Though ATS is already an established training institution for equipping Christian 
workers, regular evaluation of its training programs is needed. ATS must be willing to 
change and take some risks in order to continue to be a servant of the church. F. Ross 
Kinsler says that “increasing numbers of Bible institutes and seminaries are rethinking 
and modifying their structures, methods, curricula, and concepts of ministry” (3). Every 
five years ATS goes through a curriculum evaluation and revision.   
The seminary has started a new Center for Continuing Studies that seeks to 
provide a different type of training for pastors and church leaders. This training program 
is still in the developmental stage. CCS approaches different pastoral movements or 
fellowships for possible partnership through which the Center can provide for their 
training needs. So far the Center has been able to partner with five pastoral groups 
outside of Metro Manila. The partnership includes a Memorandum of Agreement where 
the leaders of these pastoral groups take the responsibility to promote the seminars and 
training provided by the seminary as well as to provide the venue. The seminary takes the 
responsibility of bringing in qualified faculty and trainers. These groups of pastors 
usually come from those who have no formal theological training. I hope to come up with 
a study and proposals that will be helpful to the institution. The opportunity to train 
workers and church leaders outside of Metro Manila is too great to be overlooked. 
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Method 
I employed the needs assessment method in order to identify the ministerial skills 
and spiritual formation needs of a select group of pastors from Bulacan (a province north 
of the capital Manila), who have yet to receive any formal theological training. The study 
employed researcher-designed survey questionnaires, one for the pastors and another 
designed for church leaders. This research project surveyed both pastors and their church 
leaders. A semi-structured interview protocol was done with the pastors, individually and 
as a small group, to gain additional understanding of their needs for ministerial skills and 
spiritual formation. I, with the help of the CCS coordinator, interviewed church leaders as 
a group separately. The data was then gathered for analysis, summary, and interpretation. 
I identified their common ministerial training needs.    
Participants 
This study chose as the main participants a self-selected group of fifteen pastors 
from Bulacan who have yet to receive any formal theological training. The fifteen pastors 
come from a group of around twenty-five pastors and church leaders attending the initial 
seminars given by the seminary. These fifteen pastors represented eleven churches 
involved in the study. Some of them were associate or trainee pastors. This research study 
also made use of the leaders, such as elders or deacons, of their churches. A total of 
twenty-four church leaders from these eleven churches participated in this research. The 
twenty-four church leaders were not necessarily selected. They were the ones who were 
available during the interviews. Some of them were also attending the seminars 
conducted by the seminary. One of the goals of the research was to find out common 
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areas of perceived ministerial training needs. Ministerial training skills identified in this 
research will serve as a basis for designing the pastoral training. 
Instruments 
The instrument used was a researcher-designed survey questionnaire for pastors 
and another survey questionnaire for church leaders. I also used a semi-structured 
interview protocol for these pastors and their church leaders. The focus of these 
questionnaires and interviews was to identify the ministry skills and spiritual formation 
practices training needs of these pastors. The identified needs formed the backbone for 
the design of the training program.  
Variables 
 The independent variables of this research project are the ministerial training 
skills and spiritual formation practices identified by this self-selected group of fifteen 
pastors from Bulacan province. The identified ministerial skills needs are dependent on 
the perception of the pastors as to their particular needs and to the understanding of the 
church leaders as to what their pastors need. Some of the intervening variables are the 
pastors’ length of ministry experience or the lack thereof, their pressing need (a weak 
point identified) due to a situation they are facing in the ministry, church leaders’ 
perception of the greatest needs in the church, and an area of interest identified by the 
pastors.  
Data Collection 
I sought the help of the ATS Center for Continuing Studies, Bulacan, to get 
pastors and their church leaders participate in the survey and the interviews. The 
completed surveys were submitted either directly to me, or to the CCS, Bulacan 
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coordinator. I then gathered all these completed survey questionnaires, tabulated, and 
processed the data, including those from the interviews. I analyzed the results and 
identified ministerial training needs for these pastors. 
Data Analysis 
 After gathering the survey questionnaires from the pastors, I tabulated the data 
and categorized it. I sought the help of some of my colleagues in finalizing these 
categories. The interviews of the pastors served as a validating point for their perceived 
areas for training. The result of the interviews of the church leaders gave a second 
perspective on the training needs of these pastors. I made a table to show the common 
things mentioned by both the pastors and the church leaders. These common training 
areas then served as a recommendation to the seminary for a pastoral training program for 
these pastors.  
Delimitations and Generalizability 
I limited the research to a select group of Bulacan pastors who have no formal 
theological training and their churches. The research involved all kinds of church 
denominations, including independent churches. I did not consider the ages of the pastors 
and their churches, the size of the congregations, or the gender of participants to be 
influencing factors. The goal for this research study was to come up with a proposed 
training program that would be attractive and at the same time meet their ministerial 
training needs. This training program would also be useful for church leaders to equip 
them for their own ministries. 
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Theological Foundation 
Studying the need for training pastors and church leaders will always lead to the 
study of the ministry of Jesus and how he trained disciples to become leaders of the 
church. Ministry today is essentially a continuation of the ministry of Jesus, the ministry 
of establishing the kingdom of God on earth. God has called believers to participate in his 
ministry (Seamands 20), not to establish their own ministries, as is understood by some. 
To understand what ministry is all about, one has to study the ministry of Jesus—his 
philosophy, his teachings, his approach in reaching out to others, how he handled success 
and opposition, and many other aspects. 
From the beginning of Jesus’ ministry he already had the end in mind. He clearly 
knew God’s purpose and mission for him (John 4:34; Luke 4:18-21). Early in his 
ministry, he called disciples to join him (Luke 5:1-11, 27-28). Later, he chose twelve 
disciples who would spend their next three years with him (Mark 3:13-18; Luke 6:12-16). 
Jesus had in mind the training of his followers to continue what he had begun, even when 
he was no longer around. One of the best ways to receive training from a master is to be 
with him, as happened with the twelve disciples. 
Jesus shared his vision with them through the focus of his teaching—the kingdom 
of God has come (Mark 1:14-15; Luke 4:43-44). He taught them what this kingdom of 
God is all about (Matt. 13:24-52; Mark 4:26-32). Jesus taught them the importance of 
seeking first the kingdom of God above all things (Matt. 6:33). He also revealed God to 
them (John 17:6, 26). He always talked to them about the Father (John 5:17; 6:32-33).      
Jesus taught them about kingdom living (Matt. 5-7). Bible scholars call this 
teaching the Sermon on the Mount. The teachings of Jesus were countercultural, so 
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unlike the attitude and lifestyle of even the most religious leaders of that day, the 
Pharisees. Jesus taught them to turn the other cheek when struck and to love their enemy, 
which was more than non-retaliation. Jesus demanded that they be perfect as their 
heavenly Father is perfect (Matt. 5:48). Their righteousness was not the result of merit via 
keeping the commandments; instead, it was the result of God’s transforming work in their 
lives. 
An essential component of Jesus’ training of the disciples was his giving them the 
authority and the exposure to put into practice what they had been learning from him 
(Luke 10:1-21). He gave them authority, not just to preach about the kingdom of God, but 
also the authority to heal and cast out evil spirits. The disciples came back to Jesus 
reporting their successes in ministry, and Jesus commented that he saw Satan fall like 
lightning from heaven (Luke 10:18).  
Before sending the disciples out, he gave them clear instructions on what to do 
and how to face opposition (Matt. 10:5-16). He also prepared them for the persecution 
they would face as a consequence of preaching the kingdom of God according to Jesus’ 
understanding (Matt. 10:17-20), but they were not to be distraught by this, for they had 
the Holy Spirit to help and encourage them. 
Jesus also taught them the importance of communing with God. He modeled this 
by his own example of getting away from the crowd in order to be with his Father (Mark 
1:35; Luke 22:39-46). He taught them the importance of prayer (Luke 18:1-8). In 
response to their queries, he gave them a model prayer that they could follow (Luke 11:1-
4). 
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The model Jesus used in training his disciples was somewhat different from what 
the religious leaders were doing. He personally chose his twelve disciples, in contrast to 
the master teachers who were approached by prospective disciples (Rengstorf 444). He 
did not choose the best. His disciples were uneducated, simple people. Some were 
fishermen, one a tax collector, and one a rebel to the Roman Empire. The great teachers 
like Shammai and Hillel chose only the brightest students (441).  Jesus said to his 
disciples that they will do even greater things than he did (John 14:12). This practice is in 
contrast to what was happening then, when disciples could not be greater than their 
master. 
Jesus’ model of training his disciples had some similarities with the practices of 
his day. One is that they lived together; another is that his disciples served him in 
different ways, including marketing (John 4:27-38). Capernaum became their 
headquarters for ministry (Elwell 415). 
Jesus mentioned his coming death to his disciples several times (Matt. 16:21; 
20:17-19; John 12:23-36), but they could not understand at that time. They may have 
shared the popular belief that God would restore his kingdom, just like in the days of 
David. Jesus, however, was patient with them and promised the Holy Spirit as another 
Counselor to be with them forever (John 14:16). The Holy Spirit would be their guide 
into all truth and help them to remember his teachings (John 14:26). The Holy Spirit 
would empower them so they could continue the ministry of expanding the kingdom of 
God on earth. Jesus told them to wait for the coming of the Holy Spirit upon them (Luke 
24:49), and on the day of Pentecost, this promise was fulfilled (Acts 2:1-4). Thus began 
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the era of the ministry of the disciples, continuing Jesus’ ministry of preaching the 
kingdom of God. 
Jesus trained his disciples before he commissioned them to continue his ministry, 
so too today’s pastors and church workers need to be trained. Pastors need to understand 
that Jesus called them to participate in his ministry. Pastors are not volunteering their 
services. It is a privilege and a great responsibility to become one of his workers in his 
vineyard. Every called pastor should understand the ministry of Jesus and develop the 
necessary skills in order to be effective and fruitful. Pastors look forward to that day 
when Jesus will commend them for being his faithful and good servant (Matt. 25:21). 
The next chapter will discuss the issue of how Jesus trained his disciples to 
prepare them for the ministry. Though Jesus did not establish a school of ministry, 
everything he did was full of lessons for the disciples to discover and to apply. I will 
examine the main focus of Jesus’ teachings, the kingdom of God. I will also discuss the 
need for pastors to be trained. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
This chapter explores literature related to how Jesus called and trained his 
disciples so that they could continue the ministry. This section also studies the spiritual 
formation of the disciples of Jesus. The kingdom of God, as the central focus of Jesus’ 
teaching, and its impact upon the disciples is another area of concentration in this study.  
The Mission and Ministry of Jesus 
The Gospels clearly state that Jesus came to earth with a specific mission. In Luke 
4:43, Jesus said he was sent (by the Father) to preach the good news of the kingdom of 
God. Herman Ridderbos notes that the central teaching of Jesus focused on the kingdom 
of God: 
The whole of the preaching of Jesus Christ and his apostles is concerned 
with the kingdom of God, and that in Jesus Christ’s proclamation of the 
kingdom we are face to face with the specific form of expression of the 
whole of his revelation of God. (xi)  
 
Jesus came preaching the good news that the kingdom of God has come and that in his 
ministry God’s power is demonstrated. 
Jesus, as the Son of God, sent by the Father, came to die on the cross to secure the 
salvation of humankind. Everything Jesus did, he did for a purpose. When the disciples 
saw him talking to a Samaritan woman he told them, “My food … is to do the will of him 
who sent me and to finish his work” (John 4:34, NIV). Toward the end of his life he said, 
“I have brought you glory on earth by completing the work you gave me to do. And now, 
Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I had with you before the world began” 
(John 17:4-5).   
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Before Jesus announced the beginning of his ministry, his cousin, John the 
Baptist, prepared the way for him (Luke 3:1-18) as the prophet Malachi prophesied (4:5-
6). John baptized him, and the Holy Spirit descended on him (Luke 3:21-22). As he was 
filled with the Spirit, the Spirit led him into the desert where he fasted and communed 
with the Father for forty days. During that time the devil tempted him, but he was 
triumphant on all occasions (Luke 4:1-13). Throughout his ministry, the devil tempted 
Jesus, as all of believers experience (Heb. 4:15). The difference, though, is that he did not 
sin; the secret lies in the inner strength he was able to gain from his communion with the 
Father (Mark 1:35; 14:32). Satan offered Jesus shortcuts in carrying out the Father’s will 
but he refused them all (Blackaby and Blackaby 25-26). Jesus was focused on obeying 
the Father.  
After the temptation, Jesus returned to Galilee in the power of the Spirit. He then 
went to Nazareth, to a synagogue, where he read the scroll of Isaiah that became his 
proclamation of his mission—Isaiah 61:1, 2a (Luke 4:14-21). The synagogue leader 
handed the scroll to him (v. 17), which indicates that Jesus did not ask for, or select, the 
scroll of Isaiah. The choice was not up to Jesus (Schweizer 88). It was a divine act. Jesus 
chose Isaiah’s own definition of his ministry to be his too (Evans 269). Looking into the 
details or the different aspects of the ministry mentioned by Jesus from Isaiah 61, he did 
all these in his three years of ministry.   
Jesus’ preparation for ministry teaches that pastors also need to prepare 
themselves for eventual ministry. If God has called one to be a pastor or a missionary, 
then he/she must make sure he/she is prepared and equipped to serve in that ministry. 
Pastors encounter not only temptations in the ministry, but also self-doubt and questions 
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about one’s calling to the ministry. Many pastors have faced discouragement to the point 
of quitting. Pastors, therefore, should be clear about their calling and their ministry. 
Being assured of one’s calling will help in discouraging times. Pastors are to be focused 
in accomplishing God’s mission. 
The Mission of Jesus  
Jesus’ quote of Isaiah 61:1-2a as his mission statement tells disciples his ministry 
is to be seen as a fulfillment of the Old Testament, both in its direct fulfillment and in the 
typological counterpart to the stories of Elijah and Elisha (Marshall 178). Jesus told those 
who were listening in the synagogue that he is the servant long foretold by the prophet 
Isaiah (Wilcock 61). Jesus’ ministry therefore inaugurated a new era; the “last days” had 
begun. God’s salvation for all humankind had arrived; it was the year of the Lord’s favor. 
I. Howard Marshall mentions that Isaiah 61 has an allusion to the “year of jubilee,” the 
year of liberation among men appointed by Yahweh (Lev. 25), which is now made 
symbolic in the ministry of Jesus (184). Leon Morris says the year of the Lord’s favor is a 
way of referring to the era of salvation (106). 
The first thing one could see from Jesus’ mission statement is that he 
acknowledges that the Spirit of the Lord is on him. The anointing of the Spirit is upon 
him (Luke 3:22), a reference to what happened at his baptism (Evans 269; Tiede 106). 
David Tiede asserts that the Holy Spirit is the active presence of God, resting upon, 
anointing to mission, and exercising God’s reign in the world, in Jesus (106). His 
ministry is to preach the good news to the poor. The Beatitudes (Luke 6:20) affirm the 
proclamation of the good news to the poor. The poor are the people who are most in need 
of divine help, and who wait upon God to hear his word (Marshall 183). His ministry also 
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includes proclaiming freedom for the prisoners. The word “freedom” or “release” is the 
same word for forgiveness (Schweizer 89; Marshall 184). Jesus not only announced 
forgiveness and freedom (like John the Baptist in Luke 3:3), but brought them (Luke 
24:47). 
Jesus’ mission was also to give sight to the blind. Giving sight to the blind refers 
to all the healing ministries of Jesus. The healing ministry is a demonstration of the 
presence of God’s power, thus the presence of the kingdom of God in the here and now. 
Marshall believes that “the recovery of sight for the blind” is probably metaphorical 
(184). C. F. Evans, on the other hand, believes it to be literal (271). The next part of the 
mission involved the releasing of the oppressed. This phrase can be literally translated as 
“to send away in freedom those who have been broken in pieces” (Evans 271). The sense 
of releasing the oppressed is to remove all forms of oppression. Thus, when Jesus fed the 
hungry, he was releasing them from oppression.   
Jesus’ ministry focus will be to people in distress, the poor, the captives, the blind, 
and the oppressed (Morris 106). Jesus announced and brought “salvation” to the 
economically disadvantaged, the suppressed, the imprisoned, and the disabled (Tiede 
106). Throughout Jesus’ ministry one could see him fulfilling this mission. In the power 
of the Spirit, he preached about the coming of the kingdom of God. Proof that the 
kingdom was indeed here was made manifest by the miracles he did, including physical 
healings and casting out evil spirits. More importantly however, is that he brought 
forgiveness of sins and salvation for all people.       
The mission of Jesus is the model for mission today, for Jesus called pastors to 
participate and continue his ministry. The ministry is not the pastors’; it is the ministry of 
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God above all. Pastors should proclaim the coming of the kingdom of God, salvation and 
healing in Jesus’ name, and work on breaking down all forms of oppression so that 
people are released or set free. 
The Ministry in Palestine 
After the temptation in the wilderness, Jesus began his ministry. His ministry 
revolved around Palestine. The Gospel of John shows that Jesus started his ministry in 
Judea where he encountered some of the disciples of John the Baptist. Some of them 
eventually became his first disciples (John 1:29-51). Jesus then ministered in Galilee 
(Mark 1:14-7:23), had a period of travel (Mark 7:24-9:50), journeyed to Jerusalem, and 
later had a Judean ministry (Mark 10:1-16:8) (Stein, Jesus the Messiah 113).    
Jesus experienced difficulties in these three years of ministry of preaching the 
kingdom and healing. He started relatively unknown, and people did not know whether 
he was a prophet or another false teacher. Later, however, he became very popular and 
well loved by the public. Toward the end, these same people became part of the 
opposition spearheaded by the religious leaders, the Pharisees and the Sadducees, until 
finally he was crucified. 
Jesus limited his ministry in Palestine and to the Jews (Matt. 15:24) because he 
knew what God’s mission was for him, given the limited time he was on earth. I am not 
saying that Jesus’ work of saving humankind is not for everyone (cf. John 3:16; 2 Pet. 
3:9). The task of spreading the good news of the kingdom to other people (specifically 
the Gentiles) lay with the disciples. Jesus commissioned the eleven to make disciples of 
all nations (the Greek ethnos means people groups; Matt. 28:18-20; see also John 20:21). 
Later, Jesus appointed Paul as an apostle to the Gentiles (Acts 9:15-16; 1 Cor. 9:2). The 
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good news of the kingdom is for everyone. Just like the disciples, God gives Christians 
specific ministry responsibilities. 
The Calling of the Disciples 
Jesus knew his mission and that his time on earth was limited. At the end of his 
life, he had nothing tangible to leave as a monument to his life’s work. Jesus wrote no 
literature nor established an institution to memorialize himself (Harrison 136). From the 
beginning, he called for disciples to follow him (Matt. 4:18-22; Luke 5:1-11). He 
invested his life in a small group of men. These disciples were to learn from him and to 
continue the ministry. Jesus’ calling was thus a call to participate in his ministry 
(Seamands 20). Jesus’ plan was to enlist men who could bear witness to his life and carry 
on his work after he returned to the Father (Coleman 27). 
Henry and Richard Blackaby believe Jesus actually had no plans or strategies. His 
actions were all part of the Father’s plan, and he was being obedient (24). In Jesus’ prayer 
toward the end of his life he says to the Father, “I have revealed you to those whom you 
gave me out of the world. They were yours; you gave them to me and they have obeyed 
your word. Now they know that everything you have given me comes from you” (John 
17:6-7). Jesus did not choose twelve disciples as a matter of strategy. Choosing twelve 
men was no formula, nor was it the optimum number that he could handle. “Jesus had 
twelve disciples because that is how many his Father gave him” (27).      
Jesus called people from different backgrounds, some were fishermen, others 
were tax collectors; another was a member of a rebel group. One common thing about 
them is that they were obscure and ordinary people. None of them occupied prominent 
places in the synagogue, nor did any of them belong to the Levitical priesthood (Coleman 
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28). As A. B. Bruce observed, “It does not take a great man to make a good witness” 
(39). Jesus did not call for disciples in the synagogues or in the temple; rather, he called 
disciples while they were going about their daily lives (Dunn 59-61).     
Some people came to Jesus volunteering themselves to be his disciples, but he 
gave them the conditions they need to fulfill first (Matt. 8:18-22). Generally, Jesus was 
the one who invited people to follow him. One can observe a clear pattern in Jesus’ 
calling of disciples: As he travels he sees someone with potential, calls the person, and 
that person makes a decision (Banks 97).      
Jesus did not just call disciples to follow him, he also selected twelve who would 
become his apostles (Matt. 10:2-4; Mark 3:16-19; Luke 6:14-16). Disciples (mathetes) 
means “learners” or “pupils” (Wilkins 26; Rengstorf 416) while apostles (apostolos) 
mean “sent ones” (Kruse 27). Robert Coleman mentions eight principles that Jesus used 
in his strategy for evangelizing the world: selection, association, consecration, 
impartation, demonstration, delegation, supervision, and reproduction. These principles 
are timeless and valuable for pastoral training. 
The role of the twelve would be crucial in the ministry of Jesus as he would 
eventually send them to spread the good news that the kingdom of God had come. Jesus 
spent a night in prayer, alone, in an isolated spot, to seek discernment for his choice of 
the twelve (Banks 98). Why Jesus chose Judas to be one of the twelve remains a mystery. 
Blackaby and Blackaby argue that Jesus would not have chosen Judas if he thinks about 
multiplying his efforts. Rather, “Judas was included because he was given to Jesus as a 
part of God the Father’s redemptive plan” (27). Robert Banks notes that some of the 
disciples had a prior relationship with Jesus before they were led:  
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A number of these disciples—Peter, James, John, Andrew, and Levi—
already had a relationship with Jesus (Mark 1:16-20; Matt. 9:9-13; John 
1:40-43). In other words, Jesus did not call isolated individuals for his 
disciple group, but tapped into an existing network of relationships. (98-
99) 
 
Jesus chose the twelve for another reason, according to Mark 3:14; it was in order for 
them to be with him. Coleman calls this being with the disciples the principle of 
association (41). This reason had strong implications for both parties. Jesus was now 
enlarging his household; he was responsible for twelve more people. This decision also 
meant curtailing his own freedom and privacy (Harrison 138). The disciples travelled the 
country with him, sharing food and accommodation, experiencing the same acceptance 
and rejection, and observing and sometimes participating in the ministry he was carrying 
out (Kruse 31). They learned to live with different people and personalities, and they 
would learn loyalty to a master. Clearly Jesus’ concern was not with programs to reach 
the multitudes but with men whom the multitudes would follow (Coleman 27). Being 
with Jesus for more than three years so transformed them that people later said they 
turned the world upside down.       
The Training of the Disciples 
For the three years the disciples were with Jesus, they were not only growing in 
their relationship with him, but they were also receiving their training. Without the 
disciples consciously knowing it (they had no formal graduation), Jesus was preparing 
them for their own future ministry of preaching and healing. Jesus did not set up a school 
of ministry. One word that would best describe how Jesus trained his disciples would be 
the word informally.   
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Coleman observes that Jesus’ method of training his disciples is so different from 
the way seminaries train pastors today:  
Jesus had no formal school, no seminaries, no outlined course of study, 
and no periodic membership classes in which he enrolled his followers. 
None of these highly organized procedures considered so necessary today 
entered into his ministry. Amazing as it may seem, all Jesus did to teach 
these men his way was to draw them close to himself. He was his own 
school and curriculum. (41)   
 
While Jesus did not have a formal school, everything he did was with the purpose of 
training the disciples for ministry. 
Jesus was focused on doing the will of God (John 4:34). He made this testimony 
about himself:  
I tell you the truth, the Son can do nothing by himself; he can do only 
what he sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does the Son 
also does. For the Father loves the Son and shows him all he does.… By 
myself I can do nothing; I judge only as I hear, and my judgment is just, 
for I seek not to please myself but him who sent me. (John 5:19-20, 30) 
 
He may not be like what many leaders emphasize today—the need to cast a vision for the 
organization or group. Jesus did not develop a plan nor did he cast a vision (Blackaby and 
Blackaby 24). He simply lived to obey God and have the disciples catch his lifestyle. 
During the earliest part of Jesus’ ministry, John introduced him to his disciples as 
the “Lamb of God” (John 1:29). John’s disciples became curious about the person of 
Jesus and asked him where he was staying. Jesus was more than willing to accommodate 
them. He said, “Come and you will see” (John 1:35-39). They spent the whole day with 
Jesus. As a result, when Jesus invited them to come and follow him, they readily left 
everything to follow him.   
Jesus’ main technique, or method, was modeling to the disciples the meaning of 
submission to God and to live for him. He invested his life in them. They were always 
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together. Living together was the way the disciples came to see the reality of his teaching 
about the kingdom of God. They were firsthand witnesses to the miracles Jesus did, 
beginning with the turning of the water into wine (John 2:1-11). These miracles were 
signs that the presence and the power of God was now here. He exposed them to the 
supernatural.   
By modeling, Jesus allowed his disciples to see his inner character (Hull 35). The 
disciples saw how he showed respect for his own mother at the wedding reception (John 
2:1-11) and when he was about to die on the cross (John 19:26-27). They beheld his 
courage when he confronted the powerful religious leaders and intellectuals of his day 
(Matt. 23:13-36). They observed his compassion for the people, especially the poor 
(Matt. 15:29-39). They saw how he loved people, especially his friends (John 11) and 
children (Mark 10:13-16). They learned that forgiving others should always be the 
standard, despite culture saying otherwise (Matt. 18:21-22; Luke 23:34). They were 
witnesses to the fact that Jesus prioritized his relationship with God the Father (Mark 
1:35; Matt. 14:23; 26:36-46). They perceived he was not power or fame hungry. Jesus 
had several opportunities to make himself great in the eyes of the people, but he resisted 
(John 2:23-25; 6:15; 12:19).   
The disciples were all the more attracted to Jesus because of his exemplary model. 
He taught them the importance of prayer. This lesson became embedded in the disciples’ 
minds because they saw how Jesus practiced it. One day they asked him to teach them 
how to pray (Luke 11:1-4). His modeling created readiness for further instruction on the 
subject (Davis 22). Jesus was always consistent in what he taught and what he practiced. 
Jesus’ main criticism of the religious leaders of that day was that they were not practicing 
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what they were preaching (Matt. 23:3, 13). He called them hypocrites; but Jesus was 
always able to support his words with his actions. 
One time Jesus modeled to his disciples what it meant to be a servant: he washed 
their feet (John 13). No one among them volunteered for the job, so Jesus took it. The 
disciples were quiet because they were ashamed. Later, Jesus challenged them to learn 
from his example (John 13:12-17). He was their “Teacher and Lord,” but he was willing 
to perform a task usually reserved for a servant; they too, as his disciples, must be able to 
do the same. Disciples must exhibit a servant’s attitude and not be concerned about status 
or ranking. Humility is a difficult lesson, as can be seen by the fact that some of the 
disciples were arguing later as to who would be the greatest among them (Luke 22:24-
26).   
Jesus was focused on facilitating an intimate relationship between his disciples 
with the Father. His task was to bring them face to face with the Father so they could 
develop the same intimate relationship with him that he himself enjoyed (Blackaby and 
Blackaby 27). Thus, God was at work in the lives of the disciples. This truth is made 
evident when Peter made that confession, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God” 
(Matt. 16:16). Jesus’ reply was, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah, for this was not 
revealed to you by man, but by my Father in heaven” (Matt. 16:17).  
The value and purpose of all this modeling was that Jesus desired his disciples to 
have a solid inner character built upon a relationship with God, not because they want to 
please people. Many times the disciples failed to manifest this fruit of intimacy with God. 
After the resurrection of Jesus, one could see more evidences that indeed the disciples 
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were serving, not from their own wisdom or knowledge, but from the fact that they know 
and were doing the will of God (Acts 4:1-13; 18-20).   
Jesus also used teaching in training his disciples. Many have focused only on this 
part of his training because it was the major part in his training, especially of the twelve. 
At times he deliberately avoided the crowds to have time alone with the disciples 
(Matt.13:36; Luke 12:1; Belben 71). He used a variety of teaching techniques in order to 
effectively convey his message to the disciples. Claude C. Jones identified the following 
teaching techniques used by Jesus:  
Jesus employed the use of word pictures, the use of figures of speech, the 
use of parables, the use of objects, the use of questions and answers, the 
method of using the Scriptures, the use of the case system, the use of the 
developing method, the use of attention, the use of apperception, the use 
of motivation, the use of the problem-project method, the use of 
suggestion, the use of habit and repetition, the use of analysis and 
synthesis, and the use of induction and deduction. (19-137) 
 
Surely, Jesus is the Master Teacher.   
Evelyn C. Davis drew heavily from J. M. Price (59-74) in identifying the six main 
teaching techniques Jesus always used, namely object lessons, dramatics, stories, 
lectures, questions, and discussions (90-100). Jesus used every opportunity to teach his 
disciples, always seizing that “teachable moment” just like a parent would. When he saw 
a farmer sowing seed, he told them of the parable of the sower about how people respond 
differently to his teachings (Matt. 13). He used everyday objects to illustrate his teaching 
points. Jesus washed the disciples’ feet as an object lesson on humility and servanthood.   
Jesus told many stories and parables to his disciples. According to one author, no 
less than 35 percent of his teaching in the Synoptic Gospels is found in the form of 
parables (Hunter 71). Robert Stein says that “a parable is an analogy.  It may be brief or 
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extended but it is generally an analogy used in an illustrative way” (Method and Message 
35). When Jesus told the story of the unmerciful servant to his disciples (Matt. 18:21-35), 
he was able to make his point of forgiving others effectively. Perhaps the greatest and 
most popular of all Jesus’ parables is that of the lost son. The longest collection of 
parables in the Gospels is found in Matthew 13, which describes that even the disciples 
did not readily understand their meaning. They asked Jesus to interpret them. Some of the 
parables are short comparisons rather than stories, such as “A city on a hill cannot be 
hidden” (Matt. 5:14; Horne 73). Jesus was a master in the use of parables and stories, and 
many have concluded they are characteristic of Jesus. The parables were so effective 
because they were concrete and easy to remember (Bauman 129). They also have a clear 
point or principle to apply.   
Jesus also used dramatics to teach his disciples. When Jesus rode a donkey going 
to Jerusalem, Jesus was showing himself to be the king that was promised to come (Matt. 
21:1-11; cf. Zech. 9:9). Initially, the people understood the message and hailed Jesus. A 
few days later, this same crowd was no longer appreciative of Jesus because he did not 
fulfill their expectations; they instead demanded Jesus’ crucifixion. Jesus’ institution of 
the Lord’s Supper is another example of his use of dramatics, as well as when he drove 
the market sellers from the temple area (Matt. 26:26-28; 21:12-13). 
Lectures were also a method of teaching Jesus used. Readers could find different 
reasons for such occasions such as when he saw the multitude, when a question was 
asked by someone in the crowd, when a criticism was made of his healing ministry, when 
he sent off the twelve for their initial exposure as preachers of the kingdom, when 
responding to a question from the disciples, and others (Horne 64). Most of these 
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discourses were short. The two longest ones are found in Matthew 5-7, the Sermon on the 
Mount, and in John 14-17, popularly known as the Farewell Discourse of Jesus to his 
disciples.         
These two long discourses are crucial to the teachings of Jesus. The Sermon on 
the Mount was Jesus’ way of telling his disciples about the principles of the new order he 
was establishing, principles of kingdom living, a life lived under the rule of God, in 
contrast to the example set by the religious leaders of that day. Robert Guelich made this 
comment about the Sermon on the Mount:  
The basis of Jesus’ demands lies in the new relationship which God is 
establishing with his own through Jesus’ ministry.  Jesus came bringing 
not a new law but a new covenant through which God was at work.… The 
conduct, therefore, demanded in the Sermon becomes indicative of one’s 
relationship with the Father, the presence of God’s sovereign rule in one’s 
life. (28)   
 
These teachings of Jesus are for today, not something for the future, although turning the 
other cheek is difficult as is praying and blessing those who have hurt you. 
The Farewell Discourse, however, was Jesus’ way of assuring the disciples they 
did not need to be afraid when he was no longer with them. He would send them the Holy 
Spirit to be their counselor and teacher (John 14:26). He taught them the importance of 
abiding and bearing fruit (John 15:1-17). He warned them that they would be hated by the 
people because of him, but they should not worry, for their grief would turn to joy as 
Jesus himself had overcome the world (John 16:33). Finally, Jesus prayed for them, and 
for all who would believe in him (John 17). Their last moment together was definitely an 
emotional night for the disciples and Jesus.   
Jesus was a master in the use of questions on the right occasions. Perhaps the 
most important question Jesus posed to his disciples was, “Who do you say I am?” (Matt. 
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16:15). To which Peter answered, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.” Jesus 
acknowledged this truth, thereby affirming his deity, but he warned them not to tell 
anyone that he was the Christ (v. 20). When the Pharisees criticized Jesus for picking 
heads of grain on a Sabbath, he took the opportunity to ask them, “Have you never read 
what David did when he and his companions were hungry and in need?” He then taught 
them about the Sabbath and affirmed that he is Lord even of the Sabbath (Mark 2:23-28). 
Jesus always asked relevant questions. He was able to use questions to lead the people to 
a proper understanding of his teachings.   
Jesus addressed his first recorded question, asked when he was twelve years old, 
to his mother, “Why were you searching for me…? Didn’t you know I had to be in my 
Father’s house?” (Luke 2:49). This question was thought-provoking. His mother could 
understand the implication of it, but she was not prepared for such a query. According to 
Marshall, the effect of this question is to show that Jesus is indeed the Son of God (129). 
His parents, however, were unable to understand what Jesus had said (v. 50). 
Sometimes, an individual with an issue or important question approaches Jesus. 
He accommodates and engages that person in a discussion. One such example is the rich 
young ruler whose question was, “What must I do to inherit eternal life?” (Mark 10:17). 
That man came to Jesus with the understanding that obtaining eternal life was based on 
fulfilling the law’s requirements. Jesus, therefore, asked him if he had fulfilled the law’s 
requirements, to which he answered in the affirmative. Jesus was able to probe deep into 
the hearts of people. He saw the problem with the young man, so he challenged him to 
give up everything that he had, give it to the poor, and follow him, as the other disciples 
had done. The young man sadly walked away because he could not do that. 
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Jesus also used the hands-on, or on-the-job training, approach with his disciples. 
In Luke 9:1-6 Jesus sent the twelve on their first mission into a ministry patterned after 
his own, for it would be an extension of his ministry of preaching the kingdom of God 
and healing the sick (Kingsbury 115). As God empowered Jesus, he gave the disciples 
power and authority to drive out all demons and to heal people of their sicknesses. Before 
sending them out, he gave instructions, as well as a warning that not all people would be 
receptive. When they returned from their first mission, they reported to him all that they 
had done (Luke 9:10).          
Jesus also trained his disciples to work as a team or with a partner. Jesus knew the 
importance of unity in his group. This working as a team did not happen easily. The 
disciples had ulterior motives, as shown by their bickering, as to who should be the 
greatest among them. James and John requested they be given the privilege to sit on the 
right and on the left of Jesus in his glory (Mark 10:35-37). The ten became indignant, not 
because what James and John did was wrong, but because they had that ambition, too. In 
Luke 10:1, Jesus sent the disciples out two by two ahead of him. Again, he gave them 
clear instructions on what to do and what to expect from the people. Jesus knew the value 
of working in partnership or as a team. Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 says, “Two are better than 
one, because they have a good return for their work: If one falls down, his friend can help 
him up. But pity the man who falls and has no one to help him up!” Before entering 
Jerusalem, Jesus sent some of his disciples to make the necessary preparations (Luke 
19:28-40). He also gave assignments to his disciples when they prepared for the Last 
Supper (Luke 22:7-23). In all these, Jesus was teaching them the value of working 
together. Jesus never sent out the disciples to minister to others individually. 
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The training of the twelve was not an easy task. Jesus experienced conflicts with 
them because of their attitudes. The disciples knew they were serving the purposes of 
God, but because of their immaturity, they often served their own goals. They did not 
understand the plan of salvation that God was accomplishing through Jesus (Kingsbury 
109). Luke 9:44-45 is an example of this lack of understanding. The disciples could not 
grasp why Jesus had to die, although Jesus predicted his death three times (Luke 9:22; 
44-45; 18:31-34). Only after Jesus died and rose again from the dead did they understand 
that he indeed was the Savior of the world, not just of the Jews (see Peter’s address to the 
crowd on Pentecost as an example—Acts 2:14-40). 
Jesus patiently trained the twelve. In the months prior to his death, he spent most 
of his time with them. Jesus no longer did itinerant preaching. When Jesus resurrected 
from the dead, he devoted himself almost exclusively to his disciples. In his last prayer 
session with the disciples before his death, he did not pray for the world but for the 
twelve (John 17:9). To Jesus, they were his one great hope of reaching the world 
(Harrison 136). Jesus believed in them. His mission was to influence their lives, so that in 
his absence they would be reminded of what he taught them through the Holy Spirit. 
The Spiritual Formation of the Disciples 
Jesus had in mind the development of the disciples’ character. Jesus saw their 
potential to grow in their spiritual lives, not necessarily in their intellectual capabilities. 
The disciples whom Jesus chose for his training were ordinary and “unschooled” men 
(see Acts 4:13). When the Holy Spirit transformed and filled them, they became powerful 
messengers of the good news, significantly affecting society. The apostle Peter is a good 
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example of this anointing in his preaching to the crowds during Pentecost when about 
three thousand were baptized and added to their number that same day (Acts 2:41). 
The spiritual formation of the disciples did not come easily, but Jesus persevered. 
Often, the disciples demonstrated little faith or maturity (Matt. 14:30-32; 20:20-28), but 
he kept teaching them the importance of prayer and servanthood (Luke 11; John 13), 
while at the same time, demonstrating it to them by his own practice. Spiritual formation 
is a long process. 
According to Kenneth Boa, spiritual formation is a lifelong process. Disciples 
struggle with sin. As the Bible clearly states, “We all stumble in many ways. If anyone is 
never at fault in what he says, he is a perfect man, able to keep his whole body in check” 
(Jas. 3:2). Disciples are on a journey toward growing in holiness. Spiritual formation then 
is “the lifelong process of becoming in our character and actions the new creations we 
already are in Christ (2 Corinthians 5:17); it is the working out of what God has already 
worked in us (Philippians 2:12-13)” (Boa 257). 
Many writers have emphasized the need to follow the example of Jesus Christ.  
One is that now classic book The Imitation of Christ, written by Thomas à Kempis in the 
fifteenth century, which speaks about the life dedicated to following Christ. Other writers 
have encouraged practicing Christian disciplines for one’s spiritual formation, such as 
Richard J. Foster, Dallas Willard, Donald Whitney, John Piper, Jerry Bridges, and others. 
The common message of these authors is that if one desires to grow spiritually, then one 
must consistently practice such disciplines as prayer, meditation, fasting, worship, 
service, and the like. Practicing these spiritual disciplines is not a magical formula but 
disciplines one must master as a follower of Jesus.   
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Foster gives this warning regarding the practice of the spiritual disciplines:  
The Spiritual Disciplines are intended for our good. They are meant to 
bring the abundance of God into our lives.… It is easy in our zeal for the 
Spiritual Disciplines to turn them into the external righteousness of the 
scribes and Pharisees. (9-10)   
 
Jesus warned his disciples not to be like the Pharisees many times. He criticized them for 
being hypocrites, practicing spiritual disciplines like fasting and tithing but neglecting the 
virtues of justice, mercy and faithfulness (Matt. 23:23). 
The thesis of Whitney’s book is that the practice of the spiritual disciplines is the 
means to godliness (15-25). The apostle Paul says, “Discipline yourself for the purpose of 
godliness” (1 Tim. 4:7, NASB). Whitney maintains that “the only road to Christian 
maturity and godliness (a biblical term synonymous with Christlikeness and holiness) 
passes through the practice of the Spiritual Disciplines” (16-17). The practice of spiritual 
disciplines is not an option. In fact, according to Vance Havner, “The alternative to 
discipline is disaster” (qtd. in Whitney 27). 
Willard makes this claim:  
We can [original emphasis] become like Christ by doing one thing—by 
following him in the overall style of life he chose for himself.…We can, 
through faith and grace, become like Christ by practicing the types of 
activities he engaged in, by arranging our whole lives around the activities 
he himself practiced in order to remain constantly at home in the 
fellowship of his Father.… such things as solitude and silence, prayer, 
simple and sacrificial living, intense study and meditation upon God’s 
Word and God’s ways, and service to others. (ix)  
 
Jesus set the example for his disciples so that they would be influenced to make the 
disciplines their own personal practices. 
The great need as disciples of Jesus is to learn the disciplines he practiced in his 
life. Matthew and Luke both mentioned that Jesus prayed and fasted for forty days in the 
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wilderness, and then Satan tempted him. On every occasion of temptation, Jesus fended it 
off by using the Word of God (Matt. 4:1-11). This incident showed that Jesus mastered 
the Word of God through meditation and daily communion with the Father. The greatest 
need for Christians, then, is to put into practice what they know about spiritual 
disciplines. As Willard says regarding the practice of spiritual disciplines:  
A baseball player who expects to excel in the game without adequate 
exercise of his body is no more ridiculous than the Christian who hopes to 
be able to act in the manner of Christ when put to the test without the 
appropriate exercise in godly living. (4-5) 
 
Godly living is not merely an ideal goal. One must be willing to do what is necessary in 
order to become godly. Discipline, perseverance, consistency, and sacrifice are all 
necessary in order to be Christlike. 
The main problem Christians may be facing is that ours is an undisciplined age 
(Edman preface). Believers are always craving something new or novel but they lack the 
perseverance to be willing to go through the process of exercise, of discipline. Jesus 
showed consistency all his life in practicing these disciplines, although some were critical 
that he did not fast more often (Luke 5:33). 
Disciples of Jesus have to understand that the Christian life is a journey. Many 
authors have written on this imagery of journey, the most popular of which is John 
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress. Followers of Jesus are on a journey, the journey towards 
the true home—heaven. Many obstacles and trials lay along the road. Jesus warned his 
disciples about this in John 16:33. Disciples have to look at them as part of the training or 
preparation from God and reflect on lessons learned. Boa commented on the Christian 
journey this way: 
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To follow Christ is to move into territory that is unknown to us and to 
count on his purposeful guidance, his grace when we go off the path, and 
his presence when we feel alone. It is to learn to respond to God’s 
providential care in deepening ways and to accept the pilgrim character of 
earthly existence with its uncertainties, setbacks, disappointments, 
surprises, and joys. It is to remember that we are in a process of gradual 
conformity to the image of Christ so that we can love and serve others 
along the way. (257)  
 
The disciples of Jesus experienced many difficulties on their journey toward heaven. If 
they had not seen and learned from the life of Jesus, they may have not held on to their 
faith. Whatever trials and difficulties that came though, the disciples were victorious. 
Imprisonments and severe beatings did not deter them from advancing the kingdom’s 
cause. The book of Acts shows that they became faithful till the end. 
The disciples of Jesus became the leaders of the early church. They had the right 
character for their leadership positions as they had been transformed and conformed to 
Christ. They were influenced by the lifestyle of the Lord Jesus. They became very 
prayerful, like Jesus. The apostles, as leaders of the Jerusalem church, made a 
commitment to prayer and the ministry of the word, to the point that they did not allow 
themselves to be burdened by administrative work (Acts 6:3-4). In the same way, pastors 
are leaders in their congregations. Pastors therefore are to develop their spirituality to 
match their giftedness in leadership. J. Oswald Sanders wrote in his book on leadership 
about the need for pastors, as leaders, to be self-disciplined and to submit willingly. He 
noted that “those who rebel against authority and scorn self-discipline seldom qualify for 
leadership of a higher order” (72).    
Boa’s book is a good resource to understanding spiritual formation further. The 
author discusses the twelve facets of the complete Christian life:  
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1. Relational spirituality—loving God completely, oneself correctly, and others 
compassionately,  
2. Paradigm spirituality—cultivating an eternal versus a temporal perspective, 
3. Disciplined spirituality—engaging in the historical disciplines, 
4. Exchanged life spirituality—grasping one’s true identity in Christ, 
5. Motivated spirituality—having a set of biblical incentives, 
6. Devotional spirituality—falling in love with God, 
7. Holistic spirituality—putting every component of life under the Lordship of 
Christ, 
8. Process spirituality—being versus doing, process versus product, 
9. Spirit-filled spirituality—walking in the power of the Spirit, 
10. Warfare spirituality—fighting the world, the flesh, and the Devil, 
11. Nurturing spirituality—living a lifestyle of evangelism and discipleship, 
12. Corporate spirituality—having encouragement, accountability, and worship. 
Boa understands spiritual formation as not just the practice of spiritual disciplines. 
It involves understanding one’s true identity or standing before God, possessing the right 
mindset and attitudes, and appropriating God’s power to help one to live a victorious 
Christian life. It is the formation of the whole self to becoming like Christ. 
Mulholland agrees that spiritual formation is not just about practicing the spiritual 
disciplines. He believes believers need to go through the deeper journey in the Christian 
pilgrimage. That journey will allow persons to understand themselves fully as they are 
drawn to Christ. This journey exposes the false self and religiosity that comes with it until 
one finds the true self that comes from being hidden with Christ in God. The journey is 
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difficult and harrowing at times but necessary in order to bring about the healing from the 
past. The disciple then finds true freedom and hope in Christ (Deeper Journey). 
Mulholland goes on to say that as disciples the goal is to be like Jesus, not just to 
be saved from our sins:  
In Ephesians 3:19 Paul prays “that you may be filled with all the fullness 
of God” (NRSV)! Paul seems to be praying that we would be like Jesus! 
We are to have something of the same profound and mysterious union 
with God that Jesus has as the revelation of our true humanness in the 
image of God. (Deeper Journey 13) 
 
The apostle Peter speaks of the same idea when he said, “Through these he has given us 
his very great and precious promises, so that through them you may participate in the 
divine nature [emphasis mine] and escape the corruption in the world caused by evil 
desires” (2 Pet. 1:4, NIV). The apostle John too agrees with this when he said, “Dear 
friends, now we are children of God, and what we will be has not yet been made known. 
But we know that when he appears, we shall be like him [emphasis mine], for we shall 
see him as he is” (1 John 3:2). Mulholland goes on to say that “the purpose of the 
Christian life is a life of loving union with God at the depths of our being” based from the 
prayer of Jesus for the disciples in John 17:20-23 (Deeper Journey 14).  
Spiritual formation then, is not just about the practice of spiritual disciplines. Like 
the disciples, one must learn to rely on the power of the Holy Spirit. Jesus emphasized 
that “apart from me you can do nothing” (John 15:5). He promised them the Holy Spirit, 
asked them to wait until they received him, and thus be empowered to live the kind of life 
God wants for them (see Luke 24:49; Acts 1:8; 2:4). Many writers, of whom John 
Wesley is a prime example, call this empowering sanctification—the power to live a holy 
life. Those who were with the Keswick movement, led by Stephen Olford, emphasized 
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this empowering as well. According to Olford, believers can live a victorious Christian 
life if they center on these five spiritual truths: sin, sanctification, surrender, Spirit-
fullness, and service (19). The emphasis here is the ministry of Jesus within a person 
through the Holy Spirit. 
Balance must be maintained. Believers must learn to live in the power of the Holy 
Spirit everyday and at the same time practice the spiritual disciplines just as Jesus did. 
Believers must learn, from Christ, how to live their lives as he did. Christians must take 
note that God desires for his disciples to be conformed to the image of his Son (Rom. 
8:29). Disciples of Jesus are not to “conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but 
be transformed by the renewing of your mind” (Rom. 12:2). 
The Teachings of Jesus 
Jesus’ teaching was not something new to the Jewish people. He was understood 
by the people because they had the same Jewish background. All his teachings were 
solidly grounded in the Scriptures (the Law and the Prophets). Jesus clearly stated to the 
people and the disciples that he did not come to abolish the Law or the Prophets, but 
instead to fulfill them (Matt. 5:17). All the teachings Jesus gave to the disciples and to the 
people came from the Father. He said to his disciples, “I have called you friends, for 
everything that I learned from my Father I have made known to you” (John 15:15b; also 
17:8). 
The central focus of his teaching was on the kingdom of God, a concept familiar 
to the Jews (Becker 100-02; Stein, Method and Message 60; Bauman 144). Jesus did not 
need to give further explanation or description of the coming of the kingdom—an 
indication that his audience was familiar with that term (Ridderbos 3; Bright 17). “The 
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Kingdom of God lay within the vocabulary of every Jew. It was something they 
understood and longed for desperately” (Bright 18). “The kingly rule of God was at the 
heart of the Hebrew religion from the very earliest times and reached its highest 
expression in the message of the great prophets” (Bauman 148). In theory, the Jews had 
always regarded God as their king. The Gospel of Mark puts Jesus’ preaching like this, 
“The time has come.… The kingdom of God is near. Repent and believe the good news!” 
(Mark 1:15). The people were familiar with the term the kingdom of God/heaven. 
The Old Testament does not use the term kingdom of God/heaven, but God is 
often addressed as a king with a kingdom (Ps. 103:19; 145:11, 15). The Jews knew they 
had a special relationship with God. God is their king (Exod. 15:18; Num. 23:21; Deut. 
33:5; Isa. 43:15). The concept of theocracy is there. God made a covenant to make Israel 
his people (Exod. 19:5-6), although Israel broke this covenant again and again. Israel as a 
nation committed to make God their king and be different from the other nations on Mt. 
Sinai. John Bright notes that the notion of the kingdom of God began when the Israelites 
came to Mt. Sinai (28). The Old Testament also teaches that God is king over the whole 
earth (2 Kings 19:15; Ps. 29:10; 47:2; 93:1-2; Isa. 6:5; Jer. 46:18). 
Though the people generally understood the teachings of Jesus, they were amazed 
at the way he was teaching. The people saw he was different in comparison to their 
teachers of the law because he taught with power (dunamis) and authority (exousia) 
(Matt. 7:28-29; Luke 4:36). Despite these demonstrations of power and authority, the 
people remained blind and did not see that the kingdom of God had come. Even John the 
Baptist was still wondering, so he sent two of his disciples to Jesus to ask whether he was 
indeed the promised Messiah (Luke 7:18-23). John was somewhat rebuked because of his 
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doubting that Jesus is the promised Messiah. Later, Jesus said, “The Law and the 
Prophets were proclaimed until John. Since that time, the good news of the kingdom of 
God is being preached, and everyone is forcing his way into it” (Luke 16:16). Jesus was 
very clear; the kingdom had come as could be seen in his mission. The power of God was 
present in the ministry of Jesus, manifested in his healings and casting out of demons.    
Jesus’ teaching was also noted for its wisdom (Harrison 97). The people of his 
hometown of Nazareth commented about his wisdom after he taught in their synagogue 
(Mark 6:1-3). Again, the people rejected him. Jesus was amazed at their lack of faith.   
Jesus did not come to establish his own kingdom or to fulfill the expectations of 
the people; neither did he come to establish the Church. The Church came into being as a 
result of Pentecost when the Holy Spirit finally came upon the disciples (Acts 2:1-4). 
That event marked the beginning of a new era in which the Church (all who believed in 
Jesus, whether Jew or Gentile) became the new people of God. Israel had broken the old 
covenant and was punished as a result. God had earlier promised the new covenant (Jer. 
31:31-34). That new covenant is now in effect. Jesus proclaimed in the Last Supper, 
“This cup is the new covenant in my blood” (Luke 22:20). Paul says believers are 
ministers of the new covenant (2 Cor. 3:6). The writer of Hebrews also mentioned that 
Christ is the mediator of this new covenant (Heb. 9:15).      
The Kingdom of God 
The kingdom of God refers to the rule of God (Bauman 147). George Eldon Ladd 
mentioned that “the key to an understanding of the kingdom of God is that the basic 
meaning of the Greek word basileia, as of the Hebrew malkat, is rule, reign, dominion” 
(“Kingdom of God” 1269). It is not to be confined to any geographical location for it 
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knows no boundaries. It is not a physical kingdom. Jesus had a conflict with the Jews of 
his day, for they had a different expectation and conclusion about the kingdom of God. 
When malkat is used of God, it almost always refers to his authority or to his rule as the 
heavenly king. “They shall speak of the glory of thy kingdom, and tell of thy power. … 
Thy kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and thy dominion endures throughout all 
generations” (Ps. 145:11, 13, KJV). “The Lord has established his throne in heaven, and 
his kingdom rules over all” (Ps. 103:19, NIV; Ladd, “Kingdom of God” 1269).  
Stein used the parable of the ten minas (Luke 19:11-27) to prove that the term 
basileia (kingdom) must be understood in a dynamic rather than a static sense. The 
nobleman was receiving not primarily a territory but a “reign” or “kingly power” (v. 15, 
RSV; Method and Message 75-76). When Jesus said to Pilate, “My kingdom is not of this 
world” (John 18:36, NIV), he did not mean to say that his rule has nothing to do with the 
world, but that his kingship–his dominion–does not come from man but from God. 
Therefore, he rejects the use of the worldly fighting to gain his ends (Ladd, “Kingdom of 
God” 1270). Mark 10:37 compared with Matthew 20:20-21, Luke 23:42, and Matthew 
6:33 are some other passages in support of this understanding.   
The Jews had a different understanding of the kingdom. They had a theology that 
the Jerusalem temple was the earthly seat of God’s rule over the earth and especially over 
Israel (see Psalm 24 and 47). The temple was the center of the world (Becker 89). This 
understanding was shattered when Jerusalem, including the temple was laid to ruins 
during the Babylonian attack and captivity. The sentiment, later on, was that God would 
restore this kingdom in the manner of the Davidic reign. God would rebuild Jerusalem, 
including the temple and will return the scattered Jews to Israel (91-93). 
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Many Old Testament passages speak of a day when God shall become King and 
rule over his people (see Isa. 24:23; 33:22; 52:7; Obad. 21; Zeph. 3:15; Zech. 14:9-11). 
The prophets looked forward to the day when God’s rule would be realized. This rule 
would not just be over Israel alone, but would be experienced by all the people of the 
world:   
“Shout and be glad, O Daughter of Zion. For I am coming, and I will live 
among you,” declares the LORD. “Many nations will be joined with the 
LORD in that day and will become my people. I will live among you and 
you will know that the LORD Almighty has sent me to you. The LORD 
will inherit Judah as his portion in the holy land and will again choose 
Jerusalem. Be still before the LORD, all mankind, because he has roused 
himself from his holy dwelling.” (Zech. 2:10-13)   
 
That great day will come in accordance to God’s timetable. 
 
The prophets also speak of God’s coming as a day of judgment. “See, the LORD 
is coming out of his dwelling to punish the people of the earth for their sins” (Isa. 26:21; 
see also Zeph. 3:8; Isa. 63:1-6; 64:1-7; 65:15, 16; Zech. 14:3).   
Still, many Jews could not fully understand what the kingdom of God was all 
about. Many were looking forward to the coming of God’s kingdom as a day of success, 
blessing, and prosperity for Israel. Amos gave this prophecy: 
In that day I will restore David’s fallen tent, I will repair its broken places, 
restore its ruins, and build it as it used to be, so that they may possess the 
remnant of Edom and all the nations that bear my name. (9:11-12) 
   
Ladd took note of the attitude of the Israelites during that time:  
The Israelites of Amos’ day looked for a kingdom which would arise 
within history and be effected by historical forces … when the glory of 
David’s kingdom would be restored, and Israel would achieve complete 
victory over its foes.… Amos denounces this as a false view. The Day of 
the Lord will be darkness and not light, judgment and not vindication, 
wrath and not blessing (Amos 5:18-20). (“Kingdom of God” 1271) 
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Until the time of Jesus, the belief  that God will establish a political kingdom and bring 
back the glory days of David was the popular view among the Jewish people (see Amos 
9:11-15).     
Jesus tried to correct this wrong understanding of the kingdom of God in his 
teachings as the rule of God in the hearts of men. He is calling for people to repent for the 
kingdom of God is near (Mark 1:15). He is calling for people to submit to the rule of God 
(Matt. 6:33; Mark 10:15). He is calling people to “receive the kingdom of God like a 
child” (Mark 10:15). He called people to follow him as he lived in full submission to the 
rule of God. He taught his disciples that the demands of the kingdom are great and that 
they must be able to do this. They must take up their own crosses, deny themselves, lose 
their lives, and more (Mark 8:34-35). He even asked them to count the cost involved in 
the decision to make God king of their lives (Luke 14:28-33). When the disciples pointed 
to the beauty of the temple buildings, Jesus told them that it would one day turn into ruins 
(Matt. 24:1-2). Surely, for a Jew who takes pride in the temple, the destruction of the 
temple would be unthinkable. They were expecting a king who would establish Jerusalem 
and the temple as the center of the world.   
Jesus declared that he is the Messiah, or the Christ, who was long promised to 
come (Matt. 26:63-64; Mark 15:2). The Jews and the religious leaders of that time 
rejected him because of their different expectations. They were offended when this 
Messiah died on the cross. For them, his death was defeat, not victory. Jesus is indeed the 
Messiah promised to come, as can be seen in the many Old Testament prophecies that 
were fulfilled in his life, such as his birth to a virgin (Matt. 1:23; see also Isa. 7:14), his 
birth in Bethlehem (Matt. 2:6; see also Micah 5:2), that he, the Messiah, would be 
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despised and rejected as prophesied in Isaiah 53 (see Matt. 27:21-23; Luke 4:28-29), and 
many more.  
The kingdom of God is both a present reality and a future inheritance. The 
kingdom of God has arrived in the ministry of Jesus. It has come as a fulfillment of the 
Old Testament promises, although the consummation of the kingdom lies in the future 
(Ladd, Jesus and the Kingdom 303). This twofold aspect of the kingdom is the “secret of 
the kingdom of God” (Mark 4:11; Stein, Method and Message 77). This unfulfilled 
aspect of the kingdom is the main reason why the Jews could not understand and accept 
Jesus’ teachings. The kingdom of God has not come in all its fullness, only in part. The 
consummation will only happen when Jesus comes again to judge the world (Matt. 7:21-
23; 8:11-12; 25:31-46; Luke 13:22-30). Jesus deliberately omitted the second part of the 
prophecy of Isaiah that speaks of the day of vengeance of our God (61:2b), because this 
vengeance was not a part of his first coming. Jesus again hinted of the consummation of 
the kingdom to his disciples when he had his last supper with them and said, “I tell you 
the truth, I will not drink again of the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it anew 
in the kingdom of God” (Mark 14:25). The apostle John also made this statement in the 
vision that God showed to him, “The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of 
our Lord and of his Christ, and he will reign for ever and ever” (Rev. 11:15). The 
kingdom of God, then, is both present and future.  
Jesus clearly stated that the kingdom of God has come in his ministry (Mark 
1:15). He came to fulfill the messianic promises of the prophets. Jesus’ visit to the 
synagogue in Nazareth is an example (Luke 4:16-21). The people were astonished with 
Jesus’ assertion that the Scriptures had been fulfilled. They could not believe him, for 
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they knew who he was, the son of Joseph the carpenter, a fellow Nazarene. The people 
became hostile to him because he was making such impressive claims (Liefeld 868).   
On one occasion, Jesus told his disciples how privileged they were compared to 
the prophets who proclaimed the coming of the kingdom and hoped to see its fulfillment. 
He turned to his disciples and said, “Blessed are the eyes that see what you see. For I tell 
you that many prophets and kings wanted to see what you see but did not see it, and to 
hear what you hear but did not hear it” (Luke 10:23-24; see Matt. 13:16-17). Many 
prophets and kings looked forward to this coming but they waited in vain. Simeon and 
the prophetess Anna were also part of the exception because they were able to see Jesus 
as a baby before they died (Luke 2:25-38). Simeon even praised God:  
Sovereign Lord, as you have promised, you now dismiss your servant in 
peace. For my eyes have seen your salvation, which you have prepared in 
the sight of all people, a light for revelation to the Gentiles and for glory to 
your people Israel. (Luke 2:29-32) 
 
Blessed indeed are the privileged few who witnessed the actual coming of the promised 
Messiah. 
Jesus’ ministry of healing and deliverance is one of the strongest reasons to 
believe that the kingdom of God has indeed come. His healings were clear indications 
that the power of God was present in him (e.g., the healing of the woman who was 
bleeding for twelve years—Luke 8:42b-48). Ridderbos made this comment regarding 
Jesus’ healing ministry: 
The connection between the coming of the kingdom and Jesus’ miraculous 
power is most clearly visible in those miracles that have been most often 
denied and whose place in the gospel has been most openly ascribed to the 
so-called formation of legends at later times, viz., the raising of the dead 
(Matt. 9:18ff, and parallels; Luke 7:11ff).… Dead persons are raised, 
because in Jesus’ action that kingdom is beginning to be realized in which 
there will no more be any death (Rev. 21:4 and 20:14). (68) 
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When Jesus drove out a mute demon from a man, some of the people accused him of 
casting out evil spirits by the power of Beelzebub, the prince of demons. Jesus gave this 
reply to his critics:  
Any kingdom divided against itself will be ruined, and a house divided 
against itself will fall.  If Satan is divided against himself, how can his 
kingdom stand?... But if I drive out demons by the finger of God [Spirit of 
God in Matthew 12:28], then the kingdom of God has come to you. (Luke 
11:17-20) 
 
The casting out of the evil spirits proves the victory over the devil, and thus the break-
through by the kingdom of God (Ridderbos 62). 
From the very beginning of Jesus’ ministry, Satan, whom he called “the prince of 
this world,” battled him (John 12:31; 14:30; 16:11). After communing with God the 
Father and fasting in the desert for forty days, Satan tempted Jesus (Luke 4:1-13; Matt. 
4:1-11). Satan offered Jesus all the kingdoms of the world and their splendor in exchange 
for bowing down before him and offering worship. The implication of this offer is that 
Satan has the power over this world. If Jesus had given in to this temptation Satan will 
have the victory. What was offered to him was “a shortcut to fullest messianic authority” 
(Carson 114) by worshiping God’s rival. Jesus resisted and abided by the Word of God 
that only God deserves worship. The devil left him, and Jesus was victorious. The victory 
over Satan was to be repeated time and again in the ministry of Jesus, culminating in his 
victory at the cross when he offered his life as the payment for our sins. The last enemy, 
death, is still to be destroyed (1 Cor. 15:25-26; Rev. 20:14). Thus, the kingdom is not yet 
fully consummated.    
In the Gospel of John, the concept of eternal life takes the place of the kingdom of 
God in Jesus’ teaching (Ladd, “Kingdom of God” 1277). Eternal life is connected to the 
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kingdom of God. In John 3:3, 5, Jesus said to Nicodemus that he must be born again in 
order to enter, or see, the kingdom of God. As people put their faith in Jesus, they will 
receive eternal life now (John 3:16). Eternal life is both a present reality and a future 
inheritance (cf. John 12:25).   
The Kingdom and the Church 
 The central focus of Jesus’ teachings revolves around the kingdom of God. The 
Church was not the concern of Jesus’ teachings, although many would have expected him 
to speak more about the Church. The Gospels recorded only twice that Jesus spoke of the 
Church (Matt. 16:18; 18:17). The fact that only Matthew makes this reference to the 
Church makes this passage quite problematic. R. L. Omanson made this explanation as to 
why only Matthew made this reference to the Church:  
There are no good reasons that Mark would omit the words of Matthew 
16:17-19 if they were spoken by Jesus. Further, if Jesus expected God to 
establish his kingdom soon (cf. Mark 9:1; 13:30), then he would not have 
foreseen the need to establish a church with regulations for binding and 
loosing, i.e., to decide which actions are permissible and not permissible 
according to the teachings of Jesus. Matt. 16:18-19 may well be the Syrian 
church’s declaration of independence from the synagogue and may derive 
from that early community which identified itself with Peter. (231) 
 
Omanson’s explanation could be correct. 
   
Some, such as Werner Georg Kümmel, argue that the whole idea of the ekklesia is 
supposed to be foreign to the synoptic tradition. They hold to an eschatological argument 
against the authenticity of the words of Matthew regarding the Church. “Jesus in the 
gospel is supposed to have spoken, not of a new church, but only of a community of men 
who gathered round him as the coming Messiah”(qtd. in Ridderbos 337). Ridderbos 
argues otherwise: 
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The fact that the disputed words of Matt. 16:17-18 (or even only those of 
Matthew 16:18) occur in all the Greek manuscripts, and in all old 
translations, plus the fact of the strongly Semitic coloring of this paragraph 
in the gospel, make it impossible to assume on good grounds that these 
words do not belong to the original tradition of Matthew. (338) 
       
The context of the statement Jesus made about Peter in Matthew 16:18 shows he was not 
referring to the church as it is today. Ladd makes the following argument regarding 
Matthew’s mention of the church:  
Church (ekklesia) … is not to be interpreted in light of subsequent history, 
but against the Old Testament background and in the context of Jesus’ 
mission. Ekklesia is often used in the Septuagint for the assembling of 
Israel as the people of God (Deut. 4:10; 9:10; 10:4; 18:16). Jesus often 
spoke of people entering or being in the kingdom (Matt. 11:11; Luke 
16:16).... By ekklesia Jesus means a new people of God without reference 
to their structure or organization—a new Israel. In Jesus’ day it was his 
relatively small band of disciples, who were bound together only by 
loyalty to Jesus. (“Kingdom of God” 1277) 
 
The church is the new people of God, the new Israel. Ekklesia is the new people of God 
gathered together and their decisions are binding.   
In Jesus’ ministry, the kingdom was very much present, his healing and 
deliverance activities attest to this. The kingdom is not only future. Ridderbos comes to 
this conclusion:  
The ekklesia is not only an eschatological reality but also an empirical one 
given in Christ. It is not a charismatic phenomenon. The beginning of its 
organization is found in Christ’s calling of the disciples. The founding of 
the church by Christ mentioned in Matthew 16 is to be acknowledged as 
genuine in the full sense of the word, in opposition to the old liberal and 
the recent eschatological conceptions. (342)   
 
The Church, then, is not the kingdom, and the kingdom is not the Church. The early 
Church, through the apostles, went about preaching the kingdom of God (Acts 8:12; 19:8; 
28:23). The kingdom is the rule of God; thus, it is much larger than the Church. The 
Church is composed of the people who have received the kingdom of God (Mark 10:15) 
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and thereby have entered into the blessings of God’s rule (Matt. 11:11; Ladd, “Kingdom 
of God” 1277). Therefore, the Church and the kingdom of God have an inseparable 
relationship.   
God originally offered the kingdom to Israel. Jesus instructed the disciples to 
preach the message that “the kingdom of heaven is near” to the lost sheep of Israel, not to 
the Gentiles or the Samaritans (Matt. 10:5-7). Israel was the original people of the 
kingdom, the chosen nation. In the same manner that they had been unfaithful to their 
covenant relationship with God, they rejected this offer (Acts 28:26-28; 1 Thess. 2:16). 
Jesus said, “Therefore, I tell you that the kingdom of God will be taken away from you 
and given to a people who will produce its fruit” (Matt. 21:43). The people who received 
this kingdom were composed of a mixed group of people, Jews and Gentiles. The Church 
then became the new people of God (1 Pet. 2:9-10), the new Israel, in fulfillment of 
Jeremiah 31:31 (see Gal. 6:16). God called out of both Judaism and the Gentile world, a 
new people, empowered by his Spirit to be present in the world, sharing the good news of 
his radical, unconditional love for his creation (Eph. 2:11-22; Elwell 459). 
As the disciples, or the Church, continued to spread the message that Jesus was 
the Messiah, they were to proclaim that “the kingdom of God is near you” (Luke 10:9). In 
Matthew 24:14, Jesus speaks of the gospel of the kingdom being preached in the whole 
world as a testimony to all nations. The Church then witnesses to the kingdom. The 
Church possesses all the signs that the kingdom of God is here. Just as in the ministry of 
Jesus, signs and wonders will be characteristic of the church’s ministry (Acts 4:30; 5:12-
16). The Church is the instrument of the kingdom in proclaiming the reign of God. 
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The Church is custodian of the kingdom (Ladd, “Kingdom of God” 1277). The 
Jews believed they were the custodian of the kingdom of God because God committed 
the Law to Israel. The church is now to be the custodian of the kingdom because God 
took the kingdom away from Israel because they did not put their faith in Jesus as the 
Messiah. In the parable of the tenants (Matt. 21:33-46; Mark 12:1-12), Jesus said to the 
chief priests and the Pharisees, “the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and 
given to a people who will produce fruit” (Matt. 21:43). Thus, all the more, the Jewish 
leaders looked for a way to have Jesus arrested.    
The Nature of the Kingdom 
Jesus used many parables in his teachings on the kingdom of God. The most 
notable of these are found in Matthew 13 and Mark 4. From these parables, one can 
understand better what Jesus taught about the kingdom of God. 
The kingdom of God is characterized by joy. The religious leaders questioned 
Jesus about why his disciples were not fasting like the disciples of John and of the 
Pharisees. Jesus responded that for his disciples to fast when he, the bridegroom, is 
present is not appropriate, but they will surely fast later, when he is no longer with them 
(Luke 5:33-35). Celebrating and rejoicing are characteristics of God’s kingdom (Fiensy 
122). The apostle Paul made the same assertion in Romans 14:17: “For the kingdom of 
God is not a matter of eating and drinking, but of righteousness, peace and joy in the 
Holy Spirit.” 
The kingdom of God represents the coming of a new era, so the disciples are 
rejoicing and not fasting. The reign of God has come; therefore, Jesus speaks about the 
new wine and the new wineskin. New wine is not to be poured into old wineskins; 
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otherwise, they will burst and the wine will be wasted. Something new has come, and the 
old cannot contain it. The Pharisees were always in conflict with what Jesus was 
teaching. They viewed salvation in a legalistic manner of keeping the Torah to the letter 
rather than as obedience coming out of a deep love for God. Jesus criticized them for 
their readiness to break the commands of God in order to keep their traditions (Matt. 
15:1-9).   
Jesus said that this kingdom, though small like the mustard seed, will eventually 
grow and become like a tree (Matt. 13:31-32). This vision of Jesus is now becoming a 
reality. Jesus sent out the disciples to preach the kingdom of God, not just to the Jews, but 
to all nations, making them his disciples (Matt. 28:18-20). Now, in the twenty-first 
century, it is advancing even farther, reaching some of the uttermost parts of the world; 
therefore, seminaries and other institutions need to strengthen the training of workers sent 
out into the harvest field.   
In the parables of the hidden treasure and the pearl (Matt.13:44-46), Jesus says 
that finding the kingdom is like finding a great treasure. One would be willing to sell 
everything for the sake of that treasure. Indeed, the benefits of the kingdom are 
immeasurable and incomparable.   
The kingdom of God is also characterized by the manifestation of the power of 
God. Jesus’ ministry is full of encounters with demons or evil spirits. In every instance he 
was able to cast out the demons. The Jews could not believe what Jesus was doing, so 
they accused him of driving out demons by the power of Beelzebub. Jesus strongly told 
the people that he was able to do these things by the finger of God. They were 
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manifestations of the kingdom of God already in their midst (Luke 11:14-20), not just 
dawning or breaking in as Rudolf Karl Bultmann explains (Beasley-Murray 75-80). 
The Ethics of the Kingdom 
Belonging to the kingdom involves living according to the values of the kingdom, 
as explained by Jesus to his disciples. One prominent idea is that disciples are to shine as 
the light of the world (Matt. 5:14-16), in the same manner that Jesus came as the light of 
the world. The life of the disciple is to reflect the glory of the Lord. The goal is to be like 
Jesus, who told his disciples to be perfect just as the heavenly Father is perfect (Matt. 
5:48).   
Disciples are to relate with one another in love. Jesus reiterated on several 
occasions that the greatest commandments are to love God and to love one’s neighbor 
(Matt. 22:37; Mark 12:30; Luke 10:27). This loving one another is the new 
commandment, Jesus said to his disciples, to love one another in the same way he loves 
them (John 13:34-35). This love will be the trademark of his disciples. He even 
challenged them to learn to lay down their lives for others (John 15:13-14).   
Jesus’ command to love others includes practically all peoples. In the parable of 
the Good Samaritan (Luke 10:30-37), Jesus pointed out that a neighbor is anyone who is 
in need. Disciples are to love them, regardless of who they are, without exclusion. The 
Pharisees were so engrossed in their ritual purity, just like the priest and the Levite, that 
they would not have helped the victim. This lack of concern for others was the prevailing 
attitude of most of the Jews. The Jews looked at the Samaritans with suspicion (Barrett 
194). Jews and Samaritans had an on-going conflict between.   
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R. J. Coggins states that the Antiquities of Josephus attested to the fact that “the 
building by the Samaritan community of the rival temple on Mount Gerizim … 
represented the final breakdown of any relations between Jews and Samaritans (2). John 
tells his audience that they do not associate with each other (John 4:9). David Fiensy also 
noted that “the Essenes took an oath to hate all sons of darkness (i.e. by definition, all 
non-Essenes), even fellow Jews” (124). Jesus’ use of the Samaritan as the one who 
helped a Jew in this parable was a stinging rebuke to the Jews’ prejudice against the 
Samaritans. Jesus even made the Samaritan very generous in that he not only helped treat 
the victim’s injuries, but made sure he would be taken care of and would recover. He 
even promised to pay for his medical bills. God calls his children to love all people, 
regardless of race, color, social status, or gender. As the church of Christ, believers still 
have much work to do to break down these barriers. Jesus calls his disciples to love one 
another.  
Jesus modeled a different attitude than the Pharisees and most other Jews. He 
passed through Samaria when most Jews would take the long route, through Transjordan, 
from Judea to Galilee. In Sychar, a town in Samaria, Jesus stopped by a well, for he was 
tired and thirsty. There, he encountered a Samaritan woman who was drawing water from 
the well. Jesus asked the woman if he could have a drink. This request made by Jesus was 
unusual, a Jew, to a Samaritan woman. The woman was surprised at the request and the 
attitude of Jesus toward her. Jews would not dare ask a favor from a Samaritan, for fear 
of incurring ritual defilement (F. Bruce 103). F. F. Bruce further made this statement:  
This scruple would be intensified when the Samaritan was a woman, for 
there must have been a considerable number of Jews who held the view 
which acquired the status of religious law a generation or two later, that all 
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Samaritan women must be assumed to be in a perpetual state of 
ceremonial uncleanness. (103) 
 
Jesus was, of course, not ignorant of these things, but he chose to break the social and 
religious taboo in order for this woman to experience the love of God, which was the real 
solution to her problem and deep desire. The woman was, of course, hesitant at the 
beginning, but once she recognized that God must be speaking to her, she opened her 
heart and believed (John 4:4-26). The result of this encounter was that many Samaritans 
believed in him as the Messiah (John 4:39-42). The disciples were also surprised to see 
Jesus talking to her (4:27). Jesus was teaching them by example that they needed to break 
down their cultural, social, and religious biases toward other people. The love of God is 
far greater than people’s differences. 
Jesus even went further when he told his disciples to love their enemies (Matt. 
5:43-47). Jesus demanded that his disciples love them, bless them, and pray for them. His 
disciples are to love not only those who love them in return. Jesus is the example in this 
when he showed his love for the people who caused his death on the cross.   
The disciples struggled with this idea. Peter asked Jesus how many times he 
should forgive a brother who sins against him. Peter suggested up to seven times (Matt. 
18:21). By saying “up to seven times” Peter was already being generous. Jesus may have 
shocked Peter with his reply, “I tell you, not seven times, but seventy times seven.” Jesus 
then spoke of the parable of the unmerciful servant (Matt. 18:23-35). Jesus said that as 
children of the kingdom, they are to forgive others no matter what they have done and 
how many times they have done it. Disciples are to forgive from the heart; otherwise, the 
heavenly Father will not have mercy on them if they do not show mercy to others. This 
act of forgiving is difficult to apply, but again Jesus gave the example when he prayed for 
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those who caused his crucifixion and death, “Father, forgive them for they do not know 
what they are doing” (Luke 23:34). Disciples of Jesus had to learn how to forgive others.   
 
Pastoral Training Today 
The traditional training of pastors is to send them to Bible colleges or seminaries.  
The Philippines now has many Bible schools and seminaries. A research done list the 
number of Evangelical/Protestant Institutions and Training Centers as 367 in all as of 
2004, and this number is growing at the average of 15 new schools yearly (Kohl 22). 
Reality shows that not all pastors, or those called to the ministry, are qualified to enter 
Bible school or seminary. Time is also another problem. Pastors or their churches cannot 
give three to four years of their time for formal training. Economic factor is another 
reason why pastors cannot attend formal training. Finishing a degree in a Bible school or 
seminary is costly when compared to either the pastor’s income or the small church’s 
income.    
Nonformal training, or education, will help in this aspect. As already mentioned, 
Jesus did not establish a formal school for training his disciples. The training took place 
in their everyday living. Today, nonformal education is considered an alternative 
approach (Singh 3).   
Nonformal training is valuable in that it is recipient sensitive. It is usually low in 
cost, but not necessarily low in quality. The time schedule is flexible and considers the 
availability of the target recipients. Learners come in a wide range of age distribution. 
Subject matters are usually based on the learners’ own interests, compared to a fixed 
curriculum in formal training. The style of teaching is mostly learner centered, and the 
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qualifications of teachers are flexible, which gives weight to experience rather than just 
on academic degrees (Matsumoto 1-2).  
Steve Hobson gives a chart differentiating what formal, nonformal, and informal 
education looks like. Though he admits this summary is a simplification, it will help in 
the evaluation of what the seminary is doing in its training of pastors. He also mentioned 
that “no model of theological education (e.g., traditional, vocational, missional) limits 
itself to one mode of education alone, but each model tends to major on one mode” (15). 
The nonformal type of training for pastors would be a good model in that it 
provides an experiential base in teaching specific ministry skills. The trainer would be 
more of a facilitator and a model. The students would discover principles and techniques 
by observing, and by asking direct questions. The training provided, therefore, would be 
practical and individualized.  
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Table 2.1. Modes of Education 
 Formal Nonformal Informal 
Strengths Provides theoretical 
base, generalized 
knowledge 
Provides experiential 
base, specific 
skills/knowledge 
Provides relationship 
base, more caught than 
taught 
Teacher/Student          
Relationship 
Lecturer/listener 
Teacher centered 
Facilitator/discoverer Co-learners, 
interpersonal centered 
Essential Teacher 
Activity 
Telling and testing, 
explain the what/why 
Modeling and coaching, 
demonstrate the ‘how’ 
Walking with and 
listening, sharing the 
‘who’ 
Essential Student 
Activity 
Taking notes, organize 
information, memorize 
Understanding, 
imitating, correcting, 
repeating action 
Participate, reflect, 
inquire, share 
Environment Institution based Community, field based Relationship, life based 
Structure Rigid, standardized Flexible, individualized Flexible/spontaneous, 
individualized 
Content Abstract, academic, 
knowledge oriented 
Practical, need related, 
skill/task oriented 
Personal, need related, 
life oriented 
Evaluation of Students Competitive, knowledge 
oriented, knowing right 
things 
Non-competitive, skill 
oriented, doing right 
things 
Non competitive, 
character oriented, being 
right 
Metaphor Banking 
Transfer info from 
storage vault to 
individual 
Industry 
Shape behavior and 
attitude toward intended 
outcome 
Farming 
Nurture and develop 
individuals 
Source: Hobson 14. 
 
Another model of training pastors is through Theological Education by Extension 
(TEE). According to Stewart G. Snook, “TEE started in 1962 as a new training model, 
offering the promise of developing leaders for fast growing two-thirds-world churches. It 
spread outward from Guatemala, becoming prominent on four continents, Latin America, 
Asia, Africa, and North America” (1-2). Many denominations and churches are using 
TEE not only for their pastors, but also for their lay pastors and church leaders. In the 
Christian and Missionary Alliance, of which I am a member, TEE serves as an alternative 
means to train those called to serve in the ministry, but cannot afford to take formal 
training in a residential school (MacKinnon 7). Today, hundreds of thousands of 
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Christians in the Third World have received ministry training because of TEE, which 
would otherwise have been inaccessible to them (Ferris 15).    
TEE provides many advantages. In fact, Asian Theological Seminary is 
supportive of this program and is involved in many ways through the Center for 
Continuing Studies. In the past, Asian Theological Seminary had an extension program as 
well. Ted Ward mentions four important arguments for this kind of theological training 
(246-48). The first argument is historical based on the example of the training ministry of 
Jesus Christ and its use throughout Christian history (e.g., Martin Luther and John 
Wesley). The second argument is demographical:   
There are three demographic factors that must be worked into the formula 
for cost-effective pastoral education: geographical, in the sense of where 
the pastors are versus where the theological school is; economic, in the 
sense of support for the pastors-in-training and their family; and 
sociological, in the matter of what sort of persons are attracted, how much 
of what sorts of previous education and experience and what sort of 
cultural background a person must have in order to fit into the life of the 
school. (247)   
 
The third argument for the extension approach is theological. The more important 
question here is who should come, rather than who does come, into the training program:  
The extension approach to theological education is focused primarily on 
the people who are in fact, serving the church. Extension programs are 
much more in the business of serving people who have been called by the 
church rather than those who claim [original emphasis] to be called or 
those who hope [original emphasis] to be called once they “make the 
grade.”(248) 
 
The fourth argument is pedagogical. The use of new educationally valid trends is helpful, 
such as the emphasis on field experience, and the emphasis on continuing education. 
Acquiring all the theoretical knowledge in ministry is not enough. If one is able to apply 
knowledge to actual ministry experience, the benefit would be greater. At the same time, 
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if questions arise from ministry experiences, then the discussion would be more relevant. 
The discussion would be interesting mainly because it speaks about the local culture of 
ministry. That pastors should be lifelong learners has to be considered as well. Finishing 
a formal theological degree is no assurance that one is fully equipped for the ministry for 
a lifetime. One must always keep abreast of recent developments in the ministry by 
attending seminars or short courses. 
Asian Theological Seminary is sensitive to these facts. ATS is looking for ways to 
reach more pastors by offering this nonformal training. They are going out of the 
seminary to where the pastors are, for indeed not everyone can come to the seminary. 
They do not want to be labeled elitist. To do extension or nonformal training does not 
necessarily mean they lower their standards. They need to continue to look for ways to 
reach out to more pastors and help them by providing the training they really need.     
 Asian Theological Seminary is regularly evaluating the curriculum in use for the 
training of Christian workers, at the master’s program level, to see if the training is still 
relevant to the needs of the church. Nathan M. Pusey and Charles L. Taylor make this 
comment regarding curriculum evaluation:  
The seminary must serve a double purpose: the transmission of learning 
and [original emphasis] the preparation of persons for the practice of a 
profession. Since it must do both, the question becomes one of proportion. 
Or, at a deeper level, which one governs the other? Does the information 
in the traditional curriculum determine the kind of ministry to be 
performed, or should the practice, in part at least, dictate what information 
should be supplied. (qtd. in Holland 138)   
 
ATS is incorporating this aspect of practical application of learning in the evaluation of 
its training program. 
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J. Herbert Kane mentioned that in the training of ministers, leaders must take note 
of these three things: first, theological training must be inclusive—pastors are not just the 
ones who should be equipped but eventually all the members. Second, theological 
training should be charismatic-centered—the particular gifts of each individual should be 
developed. Third, theological training should be church-centered—the training situation 
should take place in an actual church-life situation (274).    
The fact that Theological Education by Extension has moved the concept from 
training for the ministry to training in ministry (Holland 145) is really helpful for 
churches and their pastors. The thrust should ensure that pastors are empowered to make 
the ministry of the church grow, if not flourish. Seminary training has this goal as well. 
Asian Theological Seminary calls their programs “regular” and not “traditional” because 
they want to break free from the perception that seminaries are just for the “intellectually 
capable.” Internship is a crucial aspect of the seminary training, and more and more 
students enrolled are already pastors or are in ministry, not just preparing to be in 
ministry. 
The Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches had been an advocate for the 
training of pastors. They have been conducting and hosting many seminars in order to 
equip pastors. They also have the TOPIC (Training of Pastors International Coalition) 
with Rev. Philip Flores heading this ministry and Mentorlink headed by Rev. Herman 
Moldez as their training arms. All over the Philippines they have been conducting 
training seminars for pastors.     
With all this training activity, the work of training pastors is still great. Pastors are 
in need of equipping to cope with the heavy demands of ministry. Whether formal 
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theological training, nonformal training or TEE is used in training, these will all help 
equip pastors.    
Some Implications for Pastoral Training Today 
Understanding how Jesus trained his disciples and the focus of his teaching about 
the kingdom of God, I can now discuss some ideas that might contribute toward an 
alternative type of pastoral training that will help reach those who are in ministry, but do 
not have any formal theological training. The main assumptions why these pastors are not 
able to attend seminary are the following: lack of credentials (no college degree), lack of 
financial resources, and the inability to give the time required for rigorous training.   
As Jesus trained his disciples in an informal setting, so too a plan can be devised 
where the training should not be that structured and bound by the four walls of a 
classroom or by a set curriculum in order to graduate pastors for the ministry. Jesus may 
not have technically used mentoring in training his disciples, but I would like to propose 
such a system for training pastors. The idea is for them to learn from a more experienced 
pastor, just like the disciples learned from Jesus, by observing, asking questions, and 
discussing issues. This mentoring will be done while maintaining their own pastoral 
ministry. 
The training may make use of whole day seminars, or two to three-day seminars 
with different pastors conducting and facilitating. These seminars will make use of the 
different methods used by Jesus in teaching his disciples. Seminars are conducted once a 
month so as not to take too much of the time of the pastors. In between these seminars, 
pastors will have mentoring sessions. 
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Pastors should have grown towards maturity both in their emotional and spiritual 
life. Some pastors are very young and may need more maturity in order to be able to 
handle the more complicated problems related to ministry effectively, such as conflict 
resolution. The disciples were privileged to be with Jesus for more than three years. They 
saw firsthand how Jesus handled persecution, criticism, and even rejection by his own 
people. This experience somehow gave them a mature outlook in life and in ministry. As 
the book of Acts shows, the apostles were able to overcome all sorts of hardships and 
persecutions related to the ministry. Jesus had them go through the process of calling, 
selection, training, and then sending out. Pastors must go through this kind of process. 
A great amount of time should also be spent in understanding the kingdom of God 
and its implications for today. As the kingdom of God is the central theme of Jesus’ 
teaching, pastors need to have a proper understanding of what the kingdom of God is all 
about. Pastors also need to know what serving the king means, participating in his 
ministry, remembering Jesus’ emphasis on being a servant to all.   
Pastors should understand that the Church is not the kingdom of God. The 
kingdom is bigger than the Church. Pastors should learn to look beyond their local church 
and see how God is working to make his kingdom larger. As Jesus said, the kingdom is 
like a mustard seed, though small, it grew to become a tree where the birds of the air 
came and perched in its branches (Matt. 13:31-32). Pastors should be able to lead their 
flock, no matter how small, to make an impact in the changing society and to become 
what God meant for them to be.   
Pastors should have a clear understanding of their call to the ministry, as well as 
Jesus’ call to a life of discipleship. To give up everything and follow Jesus was not easy 
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for the disciples. Pastors should also fully understand their decision to serve the Lord 
Jesus for a lifetime. Pastors should not focus too much on numerical success (having the 
biggest church). Pastors should learn to be faithful and obedient forever, despite the 
circumstances. The prophet Habakkuk made this testimony even when he himself was 
suffering: 
Though the fig tree does not bud and there are no grapes on the vines, 
though the olive crop fails and the fields produce no food, though there are 
no sheep in the pen and no cattle in the stalls, yet I will rejoice in the 
LORD, I will be joyful in God my Savior. The Sovereign LORD is my 
strength; he makes my feet like the feet of a deer, he enables me to go on 
the heights. (Hab. 3:17-19) 
 
At times ministry is not that fruitful. Missionaries have experienced this. The first 
converts to Christianity only came after many years of hard labor. 
Jesus himself is not so successful when numerical growth is the basis. He left the 
earth with only 120 disciples (Acts 1:15) when thousands had followed him earlier. To 
many pastors, seeing the church growing to more than a thousand in members and then 
seeing it shrink to just about a hundred people would be discouraging. Pastors could 
blame themselves or other people for this turn of events, but identifying the reason for the 
decline in numbers will not be easy.  
Pastors should exemplify Christlikeness in character. Spiritual formation of 
pastors is another focus of the training, just as Jesus focused on developing the spiritual 
life of his disciples. Spiritual formation is the more difficult aspect of pastoral training. 
Getting to know these pastors will take time. Jesus had the privilege of living with his 
disciples for more than three years and thus got to know them on an intimate level. He 
knew their weaknesses and prayed for them (Luke 22:31-32). The training must go to this 
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deep level of intimacy, transparency, and accountability so that pastors can be guided in 
their spiritual formation. 
Another aspect that needs emphasis in pastoral training is the ability to engage in 
holistic ministries. Jesus came to set people free from all forms of oppression. Pastors 
have to deal with the psychological and spiritual problems of people. They should learn 
to engage in social actions for the community, helping people get out of the oppression of 
poverty and injustice. Training pastors for social actions is a big challenge for the training 
ministries. 
Training methodology is another area that needs attention in the effective training 
of pastors today. The classroom setting, the lecture type of teaching, and the giving of 
reading assignments, as well as research papers are good, but these are just some of the 
models one could use in training pastors. These should be balanced with field experience 
or immediate application of what they are learning. Jesus was not restricted to a 
classroom in his training of the twelve disciples. He trained them as he was doing the 
ministry himself and then made them participate and continue the ministry. 
Pastors should also develop the mindset that good leaders are lifelong learners. 
Finishing a formal theological training is not enough to equip pastors for all the demands 
of ministry. Many pastors have verified this inability to cope with ministry demands (see 
Appendix A, III.E). In the USA, the experience is the same, as mentioned by Gibbs 
(Church Next 16). Continuing education should become part of the lifestyle of pastors.  
One practical advantage of nonformal training is the ability to address many of 
the practical and immediate concerns of the pastors, who are in ministry. By having a 
regular dialogue with groups of local pastors, one can identify their deepest needs for 
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training, and develop a program to address such needs. Appropriate trainers are tapped 
and help the pastors with their issues or questions in ministry.  Developing a nonformal 
training alongside regular training programs in the seminary will help reach more pastors 
and train them in their ministry.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
The significant increase in the number of pastors without any formal theological 
training and the apparent limitations of Bible schools and seminaries to produce well-
equipped pastors form the backdrop for this study. The fact that no seminaries existed 
during the time of Jesus does not negate the truth that he did equip the disciples to 
become leaders in the continuation of the ministry. The disciples were ready to proclaim 
the message that the kingdom of God has come when Jesus ascended to heaven.  
The purpose of this research was to identify the ministry skills and spiritual 
formation practices needed by a select group of fifteen pastors from Bulacan, Philippines, 
for nonformal theological training. I worked with a group of pastors from Bulacan and 
some of their church leaders. The research made use of survey questionnaires and semi-
structured interview protocol. The study assessed the ministerial training needs of this 
specific group of pastors. The end purpose was to give recommendations to the seminary 
in designing an alternative training program for these pastors. 
Research Questions 
Three primary research questions guided the extent of this study. 
Research Question 1 
What do pastors who have no formal training report as their need for ministerial 
skills and spiritual formation practices training? 
These pastors, as called by God, already have some competencies in their 
ministries. Their lack of formal training hinders them to function effectively in some 
pastoral responsibilities. The particular needs for ministry training are therefore necessary 
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to identify. I will analyze these identified training needs in conjunction with what their 
church leaders also identified. The instruments used were a survey questionnaire and 
personal interviews. From these tools I was able to get the perceived areas of training that 
they identified. The data helped me outline a proposal for a training program specifically 
designed for these fifteen pastors.  
Research Question 2 
What do church leaders say are the ministry skills and spiritual formation 
practices needed by their pastors? 
Church leaders at times may look at the ministry from a different perspective than 
their pastors. I consulted the church leaders regarding what they see as the ministerial 
training needs of their pastors. Twenty-four church leaders from the eleven churches 
involved participated in the interview process. The interview process was difficult; 
nevertheless, it gave me significant data to see what they perceive as the training needs of 
their pastors. Many have designed training programs for pastors without consulting 
church leaders. They have been left out of the planning stage. I believe church leaders are 
part of the ministry team, so I needed to consult with them in assessing the training needs 
of their pastors. These identified training needs, together with those of their pastors, 
formed the basis for the model of the training program.  
Research Question 3 
What are the common ministry skills and spiritual formation practices identified 
by pastors and their church leaders? 
I identified the common training needs given because of the possibility that 
pastors and church leaders would have different answers to the same question. From the 
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data gathered I identified these common ministry skills and spiritual formation practices 
for pastors. These common areas for ministry training formed the recommended priority 
in developing the training program for the pastors.   
Participants 
This research study involved primarily the town of Meycauayan in the province of 
Bulacan. Asian Theological Seminary, through its Center for Continuing Studies, came 
into contact with the Alliance of Reliable Ministers, a pastoral movement based in 
Meycauayan. It is headed by Pastor Robert Lomandas. From this pastoral group, this 
research selected fifteen pastors. 
The main criterion for the selection was that they have yet to receive any formal 
theological training as pastors. Although they may have had various kinds of exposure to 
ministry, they are still not formally trained. Some may have been more observant and 
adept in finding ways to grow their ministries; still generally speaking, they will find 
themselves in difficult ministry situations and in need of answers or solutions to ministry 
problems. 
Other bases for the selection were their availability, being first generation pastors 
with limited resources for ministry (such as a personal library of less than thirty books 
directly related to ministerial training), and my access to them and their churches. The 
process used was basically self-selection. The following reasons served as the basis for 
eliminating other pastors: nonavailability for the study, remoteness of their churches, and 
minimal education of the pastor. The research was limited to a small group of pastors in 
order to understand their ministerial training needs better and to give an appropriate 
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response. I would like to follow the example of Jesus in training a few people at a time. 
We will replicate the training program in other areas as we see its effectiveness. 
Some of these pastors were born and grew up in Bulacan province. The other 
pastors have also been residing in Bulacan for a number of years. Only a few of them are 
new to the city or to the province.  
Instrumentation 
This project was an exploratory study into the ministerial training needs of a 
select group of fifteen pastors from Meycauayan, Bulacan. The study utilized researcher-
designed questionnaires and semi-structured interview protocols in order to identify the 
primary training needs of these pastors (see Appendixes B, C, D, and E). I designed the 
questionnaire based from previous experience as to what the more important questions 
are for an assessment of pastors’ training needs.  
I gave the target group of pastors a survey questionnaire to answer. I divided the 
questionnaire into three sections. The first section was about the pastor’s profile (e.g., 
name, age, gender, marital status). The second section looked into the pastor’s church 
profile (e.g., name of the church, age of the church, size of congregation). The third 
section dealt with pastor’s ministry training experiences or the lack thereof. The main 
question was the area of pastoral training they needed most. Another area of interest to 
me is the spiritual formation practices of the pastors and what they can identify as a 
weakness. A healthy pastor understands the importance of practicing spiritual disciplines 
and their correlation to pastoral ministry. Jesus himself modeled to his disciples the 
importance of the practice of spiritual disciplines. The questionnaire was simple, taking 
into consideration that some of these pastors may have difficulty answering the material. 
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I personally interviewed the pastors. I asked additional questions to get a broader 
perspective into the ministry preparation of the pastor. I asked questions regarding their 
resources for ministry as well as questions about what they do to improve their ministry 
skills and how they try to deepen their relationship with God, among others. 
I also designed the survey questionnaire for church leaders. The questionnaire was 
simple, with a short profile of the church leader and the two main questions regarding 
their pastor’s ministerial training needs and spiritual formation practices. I acknowledged 
the identity of the leaders and their church positions. I interviewed the leaders to get more 
details into the ministerial training needs of these pastors. The interview probed deeper 
into the perceived needs of their pastor for a more effective ministry. I asked questions 
about what they are doing and how they are helping their pastor to grow in the ministry. 
I pilot tested and refined the survey questionnaire and semi-structured interview 
protocol with the help of personal pastor friends and their contacts, as well as through the 
contacts of some students from Asian Theological Seminary. The survey questionnaire 
and semi-structured interview protocol were in Tagalog (the national language of the 
Philippines). I explained the purpose of the research study to them. I solicited feedback 
from the participants regarding the helpfulness of the survey questionnaire. I solicited and 
noted comments regarding the length of the survey and interview. I subsequently revised 
the confusing questions and tested the survey again.  
This study is focused only on identifying the ministerial trainings needs of pastors 
without formal theological training. Therefore, the age, marital status, or the gender of 
these pastors, as well as the age, denominational affiliation, and size of their 
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congregations would not affect the results of this research. The need for more training 
might be greater, though, for the urban pastors compared to the rural pastors.  
Variables 
 The independent variables of this research project are the ministerial training 
skills and spiritual formation practices identified by this self-selected group of fifteen 
pastors from Bulacan province. The identified needs of specific ministerial skills are 
dependent on the perception and self-evaluation of the pastors and the understanding of 
the church leaders as to what their pastors need. Some of the intervening variables are the 
pastors’ length of ministry experience or the lack thereof, their pressing need (a weak 
point identified) due to a situation they are facing in the ministry, church leaders’ 
perception of the greatest need in the church, and an area of interest identified by these 
pastors.  
Data Collection 
I sought the help of the area coordinator for CCS-Meycauayan, in order to get in 
touch with pastors who have yet to receive formal theological training. I administered the 
survey questionnaire in one of their area meetings and collected them. I also made 
personal visits to some of the pastors. I scheduled the interviews on separate days, 
considering when the pastors were available. I employed the services of the area 
coordinator to help in the actual interviews and visits to some of the pastors because of 
schedule problems. I also did interviews during some of their ministerial fellowships. 
I interviewed these pastors to get more data regarding their ministerial training 
needs and spiritual formation practices that need to be developed. The interview helped 
me identify whether participants understood the survey by comparing their answers (the 
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written and the oral). It also helped determine their capacity to handle written materials as 
well as capacity to handle oral questions. Some of these pastors did not have a high level 
of educational attainment and might encounter difficulties with written questionnaires. 
Their writing and verbal capabilities helped determine the methodology for the 
recommended training program. 
I allocated a separate schedule to visit their churches in order to survey and 
interview their church leaders. I interviewed the church leaders together with the help of 
the area coordinator without the presence of their pastors to facilitate a free discussion on 
the training needs of their pastor. The area coordinator introduced me. I introduced and 
described the program of CCS-Meycauayan to them; explained the purpose of the survey 
and interview in order to obtain their active participation in the process.  
Data Analysis 
I tabulated and classified the data gathered into different categories (e.g., pastoral 
counseling, sermon preparation, conflict resolution, Bible interpretation skills, preaching 
skills). I analyzed the data to limit the number of categories. I put into the category 
“sermon preparation” answers like preparing a sermon, studying the Bible for preaching, 
and how to make sermon outlines. I sought the help of some colleagues in this stage of 
the research. I took into consideration their insights and feedback in forming the final 
categories. These categories would be the basis of topics, as well as subtopics, for the 
recommended training program. 
I developed two tables to summarize the identified training needs and spiritual 
formation practices for pastors, one based on the pastors and the other one based on the 
input of church leaders. I made a third table to show the common areas of ministerial 
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training and spiritual formation practices needed by these pastors. I arranged the table to 
show the area of highest need (more participants mentioning this need) to the lesser 
priorities. The summary of these findings became the basis for the recommended training 
program. 
Timeline of Research 
I spent the latter part of May and the month of June 2008 discussing the project 
with key people of the seminary, such as the academic dean, the director of the Center for 
Continuing Studies, the chief trainer, and the area coordinator for Meycauayan. The 
purpose of this discussion was to seek the approval and support for the project, as well as 
to gain insights from these leaders. 
I used July 2008 to gather data about the pastors from Meycauayan who were 
attending the CCS-sponsored seminar. I then identified the pastors without formal 
training and initiated the selection process based on the criteria given previously. In 
August 2008, I began the survey of the pastors, and the interview process continued until 
I received all necessary data. 
From August to November, I began the data collection, including transcribing the 
interviews. In the subsequent months I worked on data analysis, with the help of 
colleagues in the seminary and the area coordinator for Meycauayan. In October and 
November, I made recommendations and a proposed training program for the selected 
pastors. I discussed the recommendations and proposal with the administration for 
feedback and revisions. Several committee meetings took place to discuss all these ideas 
and finally we devised a new training program. Upon approval, we began implementing 
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the new alternative training program with the participation of the fifteen selected pastors 
and other pastors as well.  
Ethical Procedures 
This research study was for the purpose of developing a training program 
targeting pastors with no theological training. I did this research under the Center for 
Continuing Studies of Asian Theological Seminary. I shared the results of this study with 
the school administration as well as with some faculty. The focus was only on the 
identified ministerial training needs of these pastors and the recommendations that 
followed. 
The identities of the pastors as well as the names of their churches will remain 
anonymous. Only I, the area coordinator for Meycauayan, and some colleagues have 
accessed the original data. The identity of these pastors as well as their churches 
remained anonymous to the volunteers by virtue of the fact that they have no personal 
contacts with them. I did not mention their identities anywhere in the findings and 
recommendations.  
The whole process for this research is replicable in different areas where a group 
of pastors with no formal theological training come together. The training needs may 
vary from place to place given the uniqueness of each local church and each community. 
The results of this study are summarized in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
The number of local churches in the Philippines has grown to more than fifty-one 
thousand in just three decades. This growth has resulted in so many small congregations 
with pastors who have no formal training. Churches and pastors are struggling to survive. 
The purpose of this research is to help Asian Theological Seminary come up with a 
program addressing this need of training pastors who could not avail themselves of the 
formal seminary training. This training will be an alternative training model that will help 
equip pastors through nonformal training. 
The three main questions guiding this research are the following: What do pastors 
who have no formal training report as their need for ministerial skills and spiritual 
formation practices training? What do church leaders say are the necessary ministry skills 
and spiritual formation practices needed by their pastors? What are the common ministry 
skills and spiritual formation practices identified by pastors and their church leaders? 
Context of the Study 
The participants of this study came from a pastoral movement in Meycauayan 
City, Bulacan. Alliance of Reliable Ministers (ARM) is the name of this pastoral 
movement. These pastors formed the ARM as an offshoot of another pastoral association, 
the Christian Ministers Council of Meycauayan, which was part of the Christian 
Ministers Council of Bulacan (involving the whole province). The leaders of ARM cited 
politics and introducing controversial doctrines as the main reasons they decided to leave 
and form a new group. The ARM has a core leadership of seven pastors, all from 
Meycauayan City. The present chairperson is Pastor Robert Lomandas. The group is 
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composed of a network of churches reaching out to other pastors. Their main objective is 
to help other pastors in their ministries by providing leadership trainings and seminars. 
To be able to assist pastors, they are having themselves equipped as well. Their concern 
to help other pastors led them to call their group “reliable ministers.” ARM has now 
formed a partnership with Asian Theological Seminary, through its Center for Continuing 
Studies, to provide them with their own training and development needs as pastors. 
Meycauayan is a city in Bulacan, a province just north of Metro Manila. Bulacan 
province is situated in the Central Luzon Region. Bulacan province has a rich historical 
heritage. In 1899, the historic Barasoain Church in Malolos City (Bulacan’s capital city) 
became the birthplace of the First Constitutional Democracy in Asia (“Welcome to 
Bulacan”). The province has twenty one municipalities, three component cities, and 569 
barangays. Bulacan province has the distinction of having the highest population growth 
rate in the whole Philippines. In the year 2000, it grew by 4.98 percent (“People”). 
Bulacan province is the gateway to the northern parts of the Philippines because of its 
location. 
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Source: “Cities and Municipalities.” 
Figure 4.1. Map showing the province of Bulacan. 
 
Meycauayan City is located in the southern portion of the province of Bulacan. It 
has a population of 163,037 with an annual growth rate of 3.53 percent (“Meycauayan 
City”). Because of its proximity to the capital city, Metro Manila, it has rapidly 
developed into an urban center as well. The city is divided into twenty-six barangays. 
According to the leader of the Christian Ministers Council of Meycauayan, in a telephone 
conversation through Pastor Lomandas, Meycauayan City has at least fifty-two 
evangelical churches. 
Religious data specific to Meycauayan City is hard to locate. The closest data I 
was able to get was the fact that 86.09 percent of the people in the whole region of 
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Central Luzon, of which Bulacan province has the biggest population (more than 2.2 
million people) are Roman Catholics (“Central Luzon”).  This number is higher than the 
national rate of 82.9 percent (“About the Philippines”). Bulacan province has some of the 
more popular locations where devoted Roman Catholics flock for some of their spiritual 
needs. Obando, a municipality near Meycauayan, is known for its dance festival for 
couples who are still waiting for their first child to come. One of the related data is shown 
below. 
 
Table 4.1. Household Population by Top Eight Religious Affiliation and Gender: 
Central Luzon, 2000 
  
Religious Affiliation Both Sexes Male Female 
Central Luzon 8,021,325 4,039,436 3,981,889 
Roman Catholic 6,905,724 3,482,422 3,423,302 
Iglesia ni Cristo 352,226 177,690 174,536 
Aglipayan 155,278 78,991 76,287 
Evangelicals 152,432 74,267 78,165 
United Methodist 91,565 45,444 46,121 
Jehovah’s Witness 34,265 16,367 17,898 
Seventh Day Adventist 30,562 15,047 15,515 
United Church of Christ 
In the Philippines 18,210 9,029 9,181 
Others 254,644 126,285 128,359 
None 3,462 1,859 1,603 
Source: “Central Luzon.” 
 
One of the fastest growing churches that came out in 1978, the Jesus is Lord 
Fellowship (now called Jesus is Lord Church), started in Bocaue, a town just next to 
Meycauayan city. This fellowship became a big group as it gathered in another place, a 
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school quadrangle in Polytechnic University of the Philippines, Manila. Later it became 
so big that it had to hold its worship event at the Luneta Grandstand, an open space where 
up to a million people could join. The group grew so big that it became a denomination in 
itself with local churches all over the Philippines. The group now claims a membership of 
at least seven million and has branches in Asia, Europe, and North America (“Eddie 
Villanueva”). The statistic may have been exaggerated as another article mentions a 
membership of only three million, including those from thirty-six other countries (“Jesus 
Is Lord Church”). Their spiritual director and founder, Brother Eddie Villanueva, even 
ran for president of the Philippines in 2004 but lost in the elections. The growth of this 
group somehow helped create a bigger voice for the evangelicals in matters impacting the 
society. Now the president has spiritual advisers coming from the evangelicals. 
Evangelicals are also included in interfaith dialogues sponsored by the government.  
The Villanueva family became influential in Bulacan province. One son is now a 
congressman of the province. Another son is the town mayor of Bocaue. The former 
governor, as well as her brother (the present governor), are open to the gospel. They are 
always invited to the gatherings of the Christian Ministers Council of Bulacan. The 
leadership of this council always pray for and lay hands on them. 
Despite this connection with some of the politicians of the province, Bulacan is 
still predominantly Roman Catholic. Reaching out to the lost people and the nominal 
Catholics is still a difficult task facing the churches there. Pastors from Meycauayan City 
attest to this fact. The majority of the evangelical churches are small; some are just 
meeting in garages. Strengthening both the image and the spiritual state of the evangelical 
churches are current needs.   
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The Participants 
The research study involved fifteen pastors from Meycauayan City and its nearby 
towns (from Sta. Maria and Balagtas). All are male pastors. The average age of these 
pastors was 39 years old, the youngest being 20 years old and the oldest at 56 years old. 
Eleven of them are married, and the rest are single. These fifteen pastors come from a 
total of eleven churches. Four of them are either associate pastors or trainee pastors. Most 
of these pastors are permanent residents of Bulacan province. Only a few of them came 
from other places but are now residing in Bulacan because of their ministry.  
As for their educational attainment, it ranges from an elementary graduate to one 
who has an MA in Biblical Studies. From my interview with the pastor who has an MA, I 
found out that his degree was not a normal MA from a reputable seminary. He did his 
MA studies once a week by going up to Baguio City (300 kilometers north of Manila) to 
study under only one professor who also awarded the degree. His present church is small. 
He believes he still lacks the necessary training to be an effective pastor.   
Table 4.2 shows some relevant data about the participants. 
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Table 4.2. Profile of Participant Pastors 
 Age Marital 
Status 
No. of 
Children 
Highest 
Educational Attainment 
Pastor 1 43 M 5 Diploma 
Pastor 2 33 S  College (5th year) 
Pastor 3 42 M 3 Nonformal education 
Pastor 4 37 M 2 Vocational (automotive) 
Pastor 5 47 M 2 College level 
Pastor 6 50 M 5 MA in Biblical Studies 
Pastor 7 30 S  College (1st year) 
Pastor 8 47 M 2 BSME 
Pastor 9 41 M 2 College graduate 
Pastor 10 33 S  College (2nd year) 
Pastor 11 44 M 4 College (1st year) 
Pastor 12 40 M 0 High school graduate 
Pastor 13 20 S  High school graduate 
Pastor 14 56 M 2 High school graduate 
Pastor 15 29 S  MBA 
 
 
Only one of these pastors has some theological training. The rest did not go 
through any formal training. They have relied solely on local trainings and seminars, 
either done within their denomination or with other organizations. Those with college 
education show more confidence and are the ones who form the leadership core of the 
pastoral movement. Their desire for further equipping led them to the leaders of the ATS 
Center for Continuing Studies. ATS initially organized seminars for their group. The 
ARM leaders promoted this event to other pastors from Meycauayan City and other 
nearby towns. During one of these seminars I introduced this survey and had a discussion 
with the pastors. 
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Table 4.3. Size and Age of Participants’ Churches 
 Age of Church 
( in years) 
Youth and Adult 
Attendance 
Children’s  
Attendance 
Church 1 18 20 30 
Church 2 7 80 30 
Church 3 1 30 10 
Church 4 2 65 15 
Church 5 1 12 20 
Church 6 4 50 15 
Church 7 10 70 80 
Church 8 15 50 100 
Church 9 33 60 80 
Church 10 2 30 15 
Church 11 13 30 7 
Average 9.6 yrs 45 37 
 
 
Only eleven churches were involved in this study. Some of the pastors surveyed 
and interviewed were associate pastors. Three of these churches are young in the number 
of years of their existence, but in reality they have been around for some time. They have 
just separated from their former denomination. Their size as a congregation indicates they 
are all small, with an average of forty-five youth and adults. From the statistics on the 
size of churches in the Philippines cited in Chapter 1, 61 percent have less than fifty 
people in membership, and 81 percent have less than one hundred members. These 
churches involved in this study all belong to these categories. Growing the church 
numerically is an issue to all these pastors.  
These pastors are not lacking in experience as can be seen from their number of 
years as pastors. The main thing they lack is the pastoral training. Only two are new 
pastors-in-training. All fifteen pastors are first generation pastors, coming mainly from 
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independent churches (see Table 4.4). Interviews with them showed they desire to grow 
their churches, so they have tried almost everything being offered in seminars in the 
hopes their churches will grow (cell church model, G-12, Purpose-Driven Church, and 
others). They are always in search for that which will help them develop as pastors, and 
in return they will be able to guide their churches toward growth.  
 
Table 4.4. Pastoral Ministry Experience 
  Age of Church(years) 
Years as Pastor of
This Church 
Total Years as
Pastor 
Pastor 1 Church 1 18 1 20 
Pastor 2 Church 2 7 7 14 
Pastor 3 Church 2 7 3 3 
Pastor 4 Church 3 1 1 4 
Pastor 5 Church 4 2 2 22 
Pastor 6 Church 5 1 1 22 
Pastor 7 Church 6 4 4 4 
Pastor 8 Church 7 10 10 17 
Pastor 9 Church 8 15 9 9 
Pastor 10 Church 6 4 3 3 
Pastor 11 Church 9 33 1 8 
Pastor 12 Church 10 2 2 20 
Pastor 13 Church 3 1 1 1 
Pastor 14 Church 4 2 2 7 
Pastor 15 Church 11 13 1 1 
Average  9.6 years 3.2 years 10.33 years 
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Twenty-four church leaders from eleven churches participated in the interviews. 
They were not particularly selected. They were the ones available when the interviews 
were given. The majority of them have been church leaders for almost the whole time of 
the church’s existence. Some are relatively young and new as church leaders, which 
could be a sign that the pastors are developing new and younger leaders. 
The Pastors’ Ministerial Training Needs 
The initial survey of these fifteen pastors from the survey questionnaire (see 
Appendix B) produced little results. Open-ended questions are not effective for the 
Filipinos, especially those with limited education, even if the questionnaire was already 
in the native language, Tagalog. Several of the participants did not write anything in 
response to the question about the area of training they need. Some indicated they would 
like to have formal Bible school training. Some pastors gave helpful answers like 
leadership, Bible interpretation, counseling, and preaching. One participant answered, “I 
welcome all kinds of training.”   
I decided to make a supplementary survey where the participant will only choose 
the top ten areas they believe they need to be trained from a long list of topics (see 
Appendix F). I did a new survey questionnaire in collaboration with some of my 
colleagues in the seminary although I had apprehensions initially because in some ways it 
suggested topics to them for consideration rather than allowing them to analyze what they 
really need. Table 4.5 lists the top ten areas chosen in the survey. 
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Table 4.5. Top Ten Areas for Pastoral Training 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other topics mentioned by some of the participants were the following: 
transformational urban leadership, strategic planning, biblical stewardship, world 
mission, and urban ministry. Only three of the participants gave these additional topics. 
This information came from pastors with college education. The rest of the pastors did 
not give any suggestions. They do not have any idea about training courses that should be 
offered to them. They are used to attending any seminar they believe can help them and is 
affordable to them.    
The interview process revealed the hunger of these pastors for training. That is 
why they are supportive of this study. They desire for ATS to come up with something 
concrete for them. One focus of the interview process is to determine how these pastors 
prepare themselves for ministry. Many of them have few personal resources like books or 
commentaries. Some rely heavily on the sermons or sermon ideas they get from other 
 Training Topic Total Score 
1st Principles on Biblical Interpretation 11 
2nd Pastoral Leadership in the Local Church 10 
3rd Sustaining My Passion for God 10 
4th Pastoral Ethics 10 
5th Principles of Effective Teaching 9 
6th Marriage and Family Counseling 9 
7th Administering the Local Church 8 
8th Biblical Preaching Principles 7 
9th Principles of Effective Church Planting 7 
10th Understanding Biblical Worship 7 
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pastors. Some pastors admitted relying on books of sermons or sermon outlines. Many of 
them do not know how to craft a sermon based from a personal study of the Scriptures.  
One pastor related an experience of another pastor in preaching. One time this 
pastor copied the sermon of a famous preacher whom he heard over the radio. After 
preaching that same sermon in their church, a member approached him after the service 
and made this comment, “Pastor, you were very good in copying the sermon of Pastor 
________.” That member was also listening to that radio program. The pastor felt 
ashamed as a result. 
Many of the pastors interviewed relied on attending seminars for fresh ideas. 
From these seminars they are able to develop new sermons as well as apply principles in 
leading their churches. One pastor commented that he benefited from attending seminars 
by John Maxwell. Maxwell has trained many pastors and leaders in the Philippines in 
light of his “Million Leaders Mandate” project (Million Leaders Mandate). Another 
pastor narrated benefiting from the Purpose-Driven Church seminar by Rick Warren. His 
book The Purpose-Driven Church is also published locally, thus making it affordable to 
many of these pastors.   
Some of these pastors came from a background where formal theological training 
was not allowed. Their leaders do not believe in the need for Bible schools or seminaries. 
These pastors have to rely solely on the Holy Spirit. Reading books or commentaries to 
understand what a passage means would be a sign of being “unspiritual.” Now that they 
are no longer part of this group, they are hungry for education. They are buying and 
reading good books as well as commentaries. They indicated they would like to receive 
formal theological training eventually. 
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At the top of these pastors’ concern is the improvement of their preaching skills. 
They desire to become good communicators of the Word of God to his people. They 
would like to acquire the tools to interpret the Scriptures properly and make proper 
applications in their sermons. Some of these pastors admitted they do not know what 
expository preaching is. Most of these pastors are familiar with sharing a devotional 
message from the Bible. The model they have been exposed to is that of using Scripture 
verses as a springboard to a sermon full of stories. Filipino preaching is known for its 
storytelling style. Some sermons are basically storytelling. The common mistakes 
committed by the untrained pastors are the wrong use of a passage from Scripture to 
prove a point, spiritualizing, and allegorizing. 
Another common area mentioned by these pastors is that of administration and 
leadership. They would like to have the skills of providing concrete directions for their 
church. Many of these churches do not have any concrete plans for the whole year. They 
do not have the skills of going through the whole planning cycle. Some are implementing 
new programs based on the seminars they have attended, such as the G12:  
The G12 vision/movement is a cell-church discipleship strategy pioneered 
by Cesar Castellanos at International Charismatic Mission of Bogota, 
Colombia, where he was a pastor. Castellanos believed that God spoke to 
him in a vision, laying out what He desired the Church do in response to 
the end times. This vision was the “government of 12” principle, a 
hierarchal pyramid scheme of discipleship and authority. The G12 model 
works this way: A pastor trains 12 people to be cell leaders. These cell 
leaders are each responsible for discipling 12 others in a cell group, 
usually with a minimum number coming from the community and not 
from within the church they attend. (“What Is the G12 
Vision/Movement?”) 
  
This practice of attending seminars has also been a struggle to many of these pastors 
because the seminars do not give them the proper equipping they need in order to 
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implement a particular program in the church. Seminar speakers give the training as a 
wholesale idea to all the participants. No element of one-on-one training or mentoring is 
given in order to learn how properly to implement a new program like the G-12. One 
pastor mentioned “strategic planning” as an area of learning. He believes this training 
will be a big help for him and their ministry. 
As for spiritual formation practices, many of these pastors are young and lacking 
in experience and have not developed the discipline to strengthen their spiritual lives. 
Some of them have not even read the whole Bible. This poses a major weakness to the 
spiritual leadership of these pastors. The usual practices of prayer and meditation are 
there, but consistency is the problem identified as well as how to deepen their 
relationship with God further. Bible reading is a discipline that needs to be developed in 
the lives of these pastors. Love for God and for his Word is an important element in the 
development of one’s spirituality. David is a good example of this discipline as he 
testifies in the Psalms: 
Oh, how I love your law! I meditate on it all day long. Your commands 
make me wiser than my enemies, for they are ever with me. I have more 
insight than all my teachers, for I meditate on your statutes. I have more 
understanding than the elders, for I obey your precepts. I have kept my 
feet from every evil path so that I might obey your word. (Ps. 119:97-101)  
 
Pastors should be lovers of the Word of God. Meditation on the Word of God will make a 
believer spiritually strong.  
These pastors are totally uninformed with other forms of spiritual disciplines such 
as practicing silence and solitude. Some of these pastors have not experienced going into 
a retreat. Many of these pastors do not practice journaling. These pastors are not used to 
writing about their reflections on what God is doing or showing them. A common 
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tendency of these pastors is that they love to be where the action is. They are action 
oriented and lacking in reflection activities. One pastor also mentioned the need to learn 
the discipline of fasting. Many of these pastors do not regularly practice the spiritual 
disciplines.  
The more experienced pastors’ concern is how to sustain their passion for God. 
Being a veteran pastor, the main challenge is how to sustain that growing relationship 
with God. These pastors had experiences of being up and down emotionally. They 
experienced times of great discouragement due to personal problems and problems in the 
church. Some of them admitted they have no close friend with whom they can openly 
share their deepest struggles in life without fear of being betrayed. Accountability to 
another person is not a common practice among these pastors. Most of them are on their 
own in their spiritual lives. They are able to draw strength from other pastors only when 
they meet in their ministerial fellowships. Most of these ministerial fellowships are 
basically socialization with some devotional and prayer time.  
The Church Leaders’ Opinion 
After encountering difficulty getting significant information from pastors from 
answering a written survey, I, upon consultation with some colleagues, decided to do 
away with this method. I interviewed the twenty-four church leaders from eleven 
churches to get answers regarding the ministerial skills and spiritual formation needs of 
their pastors. I found getting concrete answers from these leaders difficult. They were 
reluctant to comment, especially as the answers involved their pastor. Filipinos do not 
naturally give comments regarding their pastors in front of other people. With some 
probing and restating of the questions for the interview, the respondents became 
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cooperative. The interview process had to take the long route, I had to stress the positive 
side—how to help their pastor grow in order to have a positive impact on their church. 
At the top of the concerns of the church leaders was how their pastor will lead the 
church to numerical growth. As can be seen from Table 4.3 (p. 87), many of the churches 
are small and struggling. These leaders have a strong desire to see new members added to 
their church. They would like to have effective strategies of reaching out to their 
communities. They would like their pastors to be equipped in order to be able to lead 
their church to attaining numerical growth. One particular church has been in existence 
for eighteen years but the present attendance is only twenty young people and adults. 
This church in fact has a new pastor who has just been there for one year. The members 
are really looking for some growth. Some of these churches have even experienced a 
mass exodus of members due to some crisis inside their church. Their church, therefore, 
has been struggling for some years. Many of these church leaders are somewhat 
discouraged and find themselves just holding on to their leadership position. These 
leaders look to their pastor to help them rise out of this crisis.  
Another big concern of these church leaders is the preaching skills of their 
pastors. These church leaders know what good preaching is as they compare the 
preaching they hear from their pastor to those of the famous preachers on the radio and 
television. Some complained that their pastor’s preaching is full of storytelling. Some 
commented that the sermons lack biblical content and explanation of the text. Their 
pastors need to be equipped to divide the Word of God rightly. One leader commented 
that their people are hungering for the meat of the Word of God. They have been exposed 
to the same topics again and again. They want to get deeper into the Scriptures.  
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The leadership skill of their pastor is another concern. They would like to see 
their pastor provide godly and empowering leadership. One leader commented strongly 
that pastors should know how to unite the church members. A pastor should know how to 
work with different types of personalities and bring out the best in each one, at the same 
time enabling them to work together. Some leaders commented that their pastor provided 
a strong leadership that is very “top down.” Some of these churches were the product of 
church splits, which in many cases was due to the stubbornness of some of these pastors. 
Rather than leaving quietly and preserving the unity of the church, they established a new 
church and took members with them. One of the churches involved experienced a change 
of pastoral leadership in the last three years. 
These church leaders also saw the need for them to be trained and empowered so 
they can be competent to serve in the ministry. They would like their pastors to develop 
the skill of training and multiplying leaders for the ministry. No specific program for 
training leaders is implemented at present. The usual process of leadership development 
has been selection and appointment by the pastor. They did not go through any formal 
leadership training. They expressed this desire because they want to provide leadership 
together with the pastor. They do not like the idea that the church is always dependent on 
their pastors. Some of the pastors involved in this study expressed their desire for ATS to 
help them train their church leaders. 
Many of these leaders are actively helping in their own little ways—in visitation, 
providing hospitality, support in church events, and others. Many of them are not 
equipped for the ministry of teaching or preaching. They also would like to be developed 
in these aspects as some feel they may have the gift. Others mentioned the need to be 
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equipped as leaders, in order to provide directions for the church as well as possessing 
wisdom in decision making. 
As for the spiritual formation practices their pastors needed, these church leaders 
could not give many comments. They are not privy to the personal practices of their 
pastors. They assume their pastors are spiritual, prayerful, and deeply devoted to God. 
The main concern is for their pastor to be able to maintain that high stature spiritually. 
They desire for their pastor to be a spiritual person they could always look up to. They 
would like to see their pastors respected not just in the church but also in the community.  
Some of these leaders have a negative experience with a previous pastor though. 
In fact, this experience caused them to decide to transfer their membership to another 
church. Some pastors are not able to provide a good example according to one leader. 
Another mentioned that some pastors cannot accept corrections or criticisms from church 
members. Some pastors do not know how to handle a situation where other leaders are in 
disagreement with their plans.      
Comparing Pastors’ Opinion with Church Leaders’ Opinion 
Pastors and church leaders may look at certain things differently sometimes. 
These differences of opinion have created some conflicts in the church. Each group has 
interesting opinions about improving the pastors’ ministerial skills and spiritual formation 
practices. Church leaders would like to see their pastors developed in a way that will have 
a positive impact on their church and see it grow numerically. Pastors would like to 
develop in the area of Bible interpretation and preaching. Nobody among the pastors 
mentioned growing the church numerically, although growth is implied by the fact that 
they would like to develop themselves. Church leaders identified lay leadership training 
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as a priority for the pastors, but it did not become a part of the top ten areas for training 
recognized by these pastors (see Table 4.6). Spiritual formation practice is a difficult area 
to evaluate, especially from the point of view of these church leaders. 
  
Table 4.6. Ministerial Training Needs of Pastors in Comparison 
 Pastors’ Opinion Church Leaders’ Opinion 
Ministerial skills 
Principles in biblical interpretation 
Pastoral leadership 
Pastoral ethics 
Principles of effective teaching 
Marriage and family counseling 
Administering the local church 
Biblical preaching principles 
Growing the church numerically 
Improving preaching skills 
Developing leadership skills 
Empowering lay leaders 
Spiritual formation 
practices 
Sustaining my passion for God 
Spiritual disciplines like fasting and 
solitude 
Becoming a spiritual person 
(godliness) 
 
 
Common Ministerial Skills Training Identified 
The common ministerial skills identified by both groups for pastors are preaching 
skills and providing pastoral leadership. The two groups may have different reasons for 
identifying these areas. Pastors would like to improve their skills in communicating the 
Word of God so God’s people will grow spiritually. They believe that by rightly dividing 
the Word, they could better take care of their members. They would no longer be 
dependent on other pastors’ work for sermons as they acquire the skills both in 
interpreting and preaching the Word of God. These pastors desire to be confident and 
powerful communicators of God’s Word to build up the church. 
Church leaders would like to see their pastors improve their preaching skills. 
They believe this improvement would positively bring about growth in the church. As 
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church members are properly fed with the Word of God, they will become healthy and 
vibrant members who will be actively serving in the ministry. Good preaching skills will 
also attract newcomers to the church according to these church leaders.  
Pastors would like to acquire the skills in leadership and administration. They 
would like to be able to provide solid leadership in the church. They want to develop 
their skills in casting a vision, making plans, and giving directions to the church 
ministries. They want to know how to make the right decisions especially in difficult 
situations. They desire to possess that wisdom from God in order to know when to take 
risks in the ministry, when not to proceed with their plans, or when to change direction. 
This desire is one reason they have been attending so many leadership seminars such as 
the one provided by Maxwell. 
Church leaders would like to see their pastors develop their pastoral leadership 
because they would like to see their church grow. They desire a church with a clear 
vision and direction that will know how to get there under the leadership of their pastor. 
They have had enough of maintaining the status quo and mediocrity in the ministry. They 
have been somewhat discouraged by this situation. The manifestation of the power and 
blessings of God in the church is seemingly missing.  
Some of these church leaders are motivated to receive training themselves due to 
their church’s situation. They desire to develop in order to be of help in making their 
dreams for their church come true. They want to make a significant contribution to 
making their church alive and growing. As is, they feel inadequate to lead or contribute to 
strengthening their church ministries. They do not possess the skills to lead the church 
ministries as they have not been equipped. 
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As for spiritual formation practices, both groups identified developing spirituality 
as the priority area. Developing spirituality is rather broad, but the pastors were able to 
identify sustaining their passion for God as the main focus. The leaders’ concern is for 
their pastors to develop their spirituality to such a degree where not only church members 
but even people from the community will look up to them. 
Summary of Major Findings 
This research project has been helpful to me. I discovered many things about the 
needs of these pastors. Here is a list of major findings: 
A. Pastors in Meycauayan City, Bulacan, are in great need of ministerial training. 
As pastors called by God, they have given themselves to the ministry. They have 
relegated pastoral training to the background in favor of service for the meantime. 
Oftentimes, ministry has been a big struggle as a result.  
B. All of the churches studied are small in size. Many of them are struggling for 
their survival. These churches need to grow bigger to become stable and have a greater 
impact in the community. Bulacan province is dominated by the Roman Catholics, so the 
Catholic voice is strong, while the evangelical voice is not so much heard or consulted. 
C. The church leaders pointed out a valid concern—for their churches to grow 
numerically. Pastors need to be trained how to reach their communities. The church 
exists as a beacon of God’s light in this dark world. The community needs to hear the 
good news of salvation through faith in Jesus. These church leaders also would like to see 
their pastors equipping and empowering them so that they, too, can become partners in 
the ministry. They also want to see their pastors grow in their spirituality and become 
respected, not just in the church but also in the whole community. 
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D. An alternative training program is much needed considering that many of 
these pastors will not qualify for seminary education or Bible school education due to 
their limitations in education. 
E. These pastors are in great need of training in the areas of preaching, Bible 
interpretation, leadership, and administration of the church. 
F. These pastors are also in need of training or mentoring in the area of spiritual 
disciplines in order to sustain their passion for God. 
G. Training would be better if conducted in one of the churches involved. Going 
to the seminary for the training would be an added financial burden to many of these 
pastors. Bringing the trainers to them is more practical. 
 The following chapter discusses these findings and makes recommendations to 
the seminary concerned. I identify the implications of the study as well as its limitations. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION  
I undertook this research in the light of the existence of many pastors who do not 
have any theological training. Many of these pastors are handling small, struggling 
churches. As faculty in a seminary for many years now, I have a burden to see pastors 
trained and developed to their full potential as called servants of the Lord Jesus. The 
seminary now wants to see what else they could do in order to train these many pastors 
who have no formal training.  
The Need for Training Pastors 
This study shows that many pastors in the Philippines are doing the ministry 
without going through formal theological training. The church grew rapidly for the past 
three decades (from the 1970s). Bible schools and seminaries were not able to cope with 
producing enough graduates who could become pastors of these churches. As the PCEC 
survey showed in Chapter 1, at least 39 percent of more than 51,000 local churches do 
not have a pastor (see Table 1.2, p. 3). The situation in Meycauayan City showed that 
fourteen out of the fifteen pastors who participated in this research did not have any 
theological training. The independent survey cited in Appendix A shows that at least one 
hundred out of the 236 pastors (42 percent) surveyed do not have any formal theological 
training. Another sixteen pastors did not give any answer to the question about 
educational attainment. I do not know exactly how many of the pastors in the whole 
country have no formal training, but they certainly are many. Gibbs notes that even in the 
United States the majority of pastors do not have a Master of Divinity degree (Church 
Next 92). 
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My own conversation with pastors from different areas and groups reveal the 
same thing, lack of formal theological training among pastors is quite prevalent. Pastoral 
training is always a need but the “what” and the “how” have never been discussed. New 
alternative training program has not been offered these pastors. Different Christian 
groups have been offering seminars and conferences for pastors, but these seminars and 
conferences basically address one area in the pastoral ministry, and only a little time is 
invested with these pastors. No institution has undertaken a comprehensive program for 
training these pastors so far.  
Some groups offer more seminars for pastoral training such as one I encountered 
recently that offers a three-month intensive training. They are giving out a Certificate in 
Christian Ministry. Their brochure describes the training as “a three-month biblically-
solid, power-packed, compact classroom and practical training, where students are 
established in the Word and excellent ministry and become mighty instruments in 
gathering the global end-time harvest” (Harvest Time Ministry). They offer this training 
only in Metro Manila. I wonder how a three-month training will help equip one to be an 
excellent pastor. 
That these pastors heard the calling from God is good, and they have heeded it 
and are now participating in his ministry. Pastors need to understand fully the 
implications of this calling. As Jesus called and trained twelve disciples to become his 
apostles (Mark 3:13-18), he clearly told them about his mission that will become their 
own mission later (Luke 4:18-21; John 4:34). For three years, Jesus showed the disciples 
what his ministry was all about. He emphasized the centrality of the kingdom of God in 
his messages. He taught them about kingdom values, values in great contrast to what the 
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religious leaders of the day were teaching and doing. He challenged the disciples to live 
in such a manner that their righteousness exceeds that of the Pharisees (Matt. 5:20). This 
righteousness is not an easy thing to achieve as the disciples knew how the Pharisees 
were trained and living out their strict rules and rituals. The disciples eventually learned 
from Jesus that righteousness is not based on achievements or following strict rules but 
rather obedience to the will of God coming from the heart. 
No formal training transpired with Jesus’ disciples like seminaries do today in a 
classroom setting. What Jesus did was to model everything to the disciples. He even 
willingly washed the disciples’ feet when nobody among them volunteered to do the task 
of a servant (John 13:1-17). This occasion provided a great lesson on humility and 
servanthood. Before leaving them to do the ministry on their own, he gave them authority 
and the opportunity first. Examples of these can be found in Luke 9 and 10 where Jesus 
initially sent out the twelve and later on the seventy-two disciples. This kind of training is 
called on-the-job training. This training was an important aspect in the development of 
the disciples to become effective ministers of the kingdom. 
Pastors today need to receive training for the ministry in the same way that Jesus 
trained the apostles. Chapter 2 noted that Jesus himself prepared before embarking on his 
ministry. Pastors today are no greater than Jesus to claim that they do not need any 
training at all for the ministry. Different kinds of training are available for those called to 
be pastors. The different large denominations in the Philippines usually have their own 
programs in training their pastors. Mega churches have also put up their own schools for 
training their own workers. The pastors from the independent churches are the ones left 
out. These pastors are in need of training. 
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The traditional route of training pastors has been either to get a Bachelor’s of 
Theology in a Bible college or to get a Master’s of Divinity in a seminary. This 
theological training usually takes three to five years to finish. Some of these pastors are 
so busy in their ministries that they could not afford to take this length of time for their 
training. Some mega churches have established their own training programs for their 
pastors, primarily to ensure that their pastors are trained according to their doctrinal 
beliefs and practices. The imperative here is that all pastors should receive training to 
equip them for the task of continuing the ministry of Christ, including those who would 
not qualify for Bible college or seminary.    
The Need for Churches to Grow to Become Stable 
Many of the churches in the Philippines are small in size. Table 1.1 (p. 2) shows 
that only 0.33 percent of all the churches in the Philippines are mega-churches (churches 
with more than one thousand members). All the churches involved in this study are small 
in size. Some of them are so small that they are struggling for survival. Some of the 
church leaders are discouraged. They really look up to their pastors to lead their church to 
growth. Many of these church leaders consider numerical growth a top priority. 
Why many leaders as well as pastors would like their churches to grow 
numerically is understandable. The economic implication is a big factor especially for the 
financially hard-up churches. Many of these churches are not able to give full financial 
support to their pastors, and these pastors have to look for other sources of income or are 
dependent on the income of their spouses. Pastors and church leaders reason that they are 
working with the poor people, so the church is economically poor.  
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Church growth is not the focus of the church though. Never does the New 
Testament command pastors to make their churches grow big. In fact, the New Testament 
gives the model of house churches (Rom. 16:5; 1 Cor. 16:19). Rather Christ calls his 
people to continue the ministry. The mission as defined by Jesus in Luke 4:18-21 should 
be the church’s guide in fulfilling her role in the community. Chapter 2 has explained this 
mission. Jesus also gave the disciples the Great Commission to fulfill (Matt. 28:16-20). 
Jesus called his disciples to make disciples of all nations. This commission is a big task in 
itself. What is needed today are leaders and pastors who are passionate for the Great 
Commission. Gibbs made this comment about the issue of focusing on church growth:  
The church is shaped by the mission of God rather than by a self-serving 
agenda of numerical growth or defensive isolation. In other words growth 
is a byproduct and should not be the primary focus. At the same time non-
growth raises legitimate questions regarding the church’s faithfulness to 
its calling. (Leadership Next 85)  
 
Indeed the focus of the church is to do the mission of God faithfully. Growth will be the 
by-product of faithfully obeying God.  
The early Church gives the example of following after the mission of Jesus. The 
apostle Peter preached about the kingdom of God. The result of his preaching was that 
many of the people were convicted and repented of their sins. These people were then 
baptized and added to their number (see Acts 2:14-41). The mission of the apostles did 
not end with the conversion of these people to become followers of Jesus. They had to be 
discipled and taught how to become faithful followers of Jesus (Acts 2:42). The early 
Church concentrated on discipling the nations. They reached out to all peoples and shared 
with them the good news about the coming of the kingdom of God. As a result, the 
apostles established churches all over Asia and reached Europe and North Africa by the 
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end of the first century, just a few years after the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ 
(Dowley, Briggs, Wright, and Linder 66). The Book of Acts gives a partial picture of the 
spread of Christianity around the world. The apostle Paul and his team were the ones who 
first reached Europe and established the church in Philippi in the district of Macedonia, 
part of modern-day Greece (Acts 16:11-40). 
Church growth was clearly a by-product. The focus of the Church’s ministry was 
to continue the ministry started by Jesus. The church’s and the pastor’s concern should, 
therefore, be on how to continue the mission of Jesus in the present-day context. Trainers 
should teach pastors and church leaders to focus on continuing the mission and ministry 
of Jesus. Church health is also another important issue now in many Christian 
communities. Many have written books on this topic, offering specific traits of a healthy 
church. I believe a church will be healthy when it is focused on doing the mission of 
Jesus.  
Stephen Macchia identifies the following as characteristics of a healthy church: 
1. God’s empowering presence, 
2. God-exalting worship, 
3. Spiritual disciplines, 
4. Learning and growing in community, 
5. A commitment to loving and caring relationships, 
6. Servant-leadership development, 
7. An outward focus, 
8. Wise administration and accountability, 
9. Networking with the body of Christ, and 
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10. Stewardship and generosity. 
Looking at these ten characteristics, one could see that Jesus’ ministry embodies 
all of the above items as well as the early Church. Networking is probably a new term 
and phenomenon, but the idea is contained in an emphasis on cooperation rather than 
isolation.  
Christian A. Schwarz points out eight quality characteristics of a healthy church. 
His contention is that with these eight quality characteristics, a church will be able to 
release the “growth automatisms” with which God himself is building the church (14). 
Here are the eight quality characteristics: 
1. Empowering leadership, 
2. Gift-oriented ministry, 
3. Passionate spirituality, 
4. Functional structures, 
5. Inspiring worship service, 
6. Holistic small groups, 
7. Need-oriented evangelism, and 
8. Loving relationships. 
Following this model, pastors have to be trained in all these areas, making sure 
they are present in the church ministries. Some of these are focused on having a good 
program. Compared to how Jesus and the apostles conducted their ministries, this model 
is not the whole picture of doing ministry. Much more is involved like getting involved in 
issues affecting not only the Church but the whole society, issues like injustices and 
moral decadence. I believe the model to follow is still the mission and ministry of Jesus, 
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which I have discussed in Chapter 2, and not just learning all the principles related to 
church health or church growth or finding the right program that will bring success in 
one’s ministries. 
The Need for an Alternative Training Program for Pastors 
Developing an alternative training program for pastors especially in Bulacan 
province is an imperative. Many of these pastors will not qualify for Bible school or 
seminary due to their limited educational attainment. For this group of pastors, nonformal 
training is an option.  
Nonformal training would be appropriate because these pastors are already 
experienced in the ministry. The training would be more facilitator-oriented rather than 
lectures. Facilitators will invite trainees to discover. The training will focus more on 
modeling and coaching. Facilitators will demonstrate the “how” of the ministry and the 
trainees will have the opportunity to practice the new skills they will be acquiring in their 
respective ministries. The training will emphasize and give time for the actual practice of 
the skills. Exercises and assignments will give weight on the trainees acquiring the 
needed skills. The training will not neglect the application of the particular skills. 
Otherwise, this training will just be another one of those seminars these pastors have been 
used to attending.  
This proposal is an alternative training program in that it will not fall into the 
category of the regular programs of the seminary. The requirements for admissions will 
also be different in that even those with very low levels of education will still be 
accepted. The main requirement is that they have the desire to be trained and would 
commit to the training schedules as agreed upon with the whole group. The curriculum 
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will be different from the seminary curriculum as well as the course requirements. The 
curriculum will consider the pressing needs of the pastors. The emphasis will be on 
students acquiring the particular skills being demonstrated. 
Training Pastors in the Area of Ministerial Skills 
Pastors and church leaders in Meycauayan City identified preaching skills, 
leadership, and administrations skills as the top priorities for training. Understanding the 
message of Jesus and proclaiming it to both the Jews and the Gentiles was the priority of 
the disciples. Jesus’ opening the eyes of the disciples to this truth did not happen in a 
short time, though. During the more than three years that Jesus was with the disciples 
demonstrating to them what this ministry was all about, the disciples’ hearts and minds 
were not focused on the message of the kingdom of God. They were more interested in 
their particular places in the coming kingdom (Matt. 20:20-24). Only after Jesus’ death 
and resurrection did they come to understand the message of the kingdom of God fully. 
At first they restricted their preaching to the Jews only. Only after God opened the eyes 
of Peter through a vision and eventually through Paul’s preaching was the message of the 
kingdom proclaimed to the Gentiles. 
The training of pastors should include both the message they should be 
proclaiming and the proper way to communicate that message, so the hearers will not just 
understand but will respond to it. This training has been traditionally divided into two 
areas—hermeneutics and homiletics. Hermeneutics deals with interpreting the Bible 
correctly while homiletics deals with the art and science of communicating the message 
of the Bible. Continuity and coordination with these two courses is needed in the training 
of pastors.  
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I propose that in this alternative training focus and coordination with rightly 
interpreting the Word and proclaiming it be given attention. For a short-term nonformal 
training, I suggest the focus will be on the message of Jesus—the kingdom of God. The 
kingdom of God as taught in the Scriptures must be properly understood by these pastors 
and their implications explored and connected to present realities. As much as possible, 
all examples and exercises given to the students should focus on this topic. This approach 
to the training should not hinder the students from learning how to handle and preach 
from the different genres of the Bible. 
As the central theme of Jesus’ teachings is about the kingdom of God, one focus 
of the training should be on this topic. Pastors should have a correct understanding of the 
kingdom of God. Pastors should have a proper perspective on the relationship of the 
kingdom of God and the church. The church is not the kingdom of God. The kingdom is 
larger than the church. God is at work not just in the church or with his people. Wherever 
God’s power is manifested, the kingdom of God is present. Wherever people obey God’s 
will, the kingdom is revealed. The training should identify whether these pastors from 
Bulacan have a correct understanding of the kingdom of God.  
Pastors at times are just too focused on their own little kingdoms—their local 
churches. Their eyes must be opened to the reality that God is at work in the bigger 
arena—the whole community and the world—to help pastors and their congregations to 
be more outward focused and not to get too embroiled with the local church’s problems 
or concerns. Pastors and church leaders tend to become easily discouraged as they 
become inwardly focused. Jesus taught the disciples to pray, “your kingdom come,” not, 
“your church may grow bigger.” 
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The training should include developing the pastor’s skill to lead their 
congregations so that God’s people will be prepared for works of service. The church 
should be built up through the ministry of the pastor until “all reach unity in the faith and 
in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure 
of the fullness of Christ” (Eph. 4:13). Pastors should follow the example of David when 
the psalmist testified, “And David shepherded them with integrity of heart; with skillful 
hands he led them” (Ps. 78:72). Pastors should learn principles of spiritual leadership. 
The books of Blackaby and Blackaby and Sanders will be good references. Some of 
Maxwell’s books on leadership (e.g., Developing the Leaders Around You) would also 
be good because many of these pastors are already familiar with them.  
Church administration is another area where these pastors need to be trained. The 
training should focus on helping these pastors acquire the skills of understanding and 
implementing the whole management process—from goal setting to action plans to actual 
implementation, using the available resources and on to evaluation, thereby completing 
the process. Pastors need to be trained how to harness and take care of their most 
important resource—people. Financial management is another key topic. Many of these 
small churches do not have correct financial reporting. Because the integrity of the 
leaders and the pastors are at stake here, they should know how to establish the correct 
system of financial recording and management. Sometimes the pastor’s wife or daughter 
serves as the church treasurer. Having the pastor’s wife or daughter serving as treasurer is 
a dangerous and questionable practice. The training should include teaching pastors how 
to prepare a simple cash flow report as well as to budget. Pastors, in turn, should teach 
these practices to their church leaders and implement them in their churches. 
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These are some of the commonly identified ministerial skills needed for training. I 
will identify some more skills needed by these pastors as I work with them. Principles of 
effective teaching could be another topic because pastors are always involved in teaching 
the Word of God. Another possible topic could involve the biblical understanding of 
worship and its contemporary applications.   
Training Pastors in the Spiritual Formation Practices 
Pastors need to understand that the Christian life is much more than being active 
in the Christian community, affirming a certain set of beliefs, adopting a particular 
behavior pattern (Christian speech and practices). The real goal is to be like Jesus in 
every aspect of life. Pastors are not pastors because they have been trained to do the 
ministry. Being a pastor is a high calling and a great privilege. It is also a difficult and 
grave responsibility in that one is dealing with the souls of people.  
Like Jesus, the training process should give priority to the development of the 
character of pastors. Jesus looked into the heart of the disciples and not just into their 
intellectual capabilities in choosing them to become his partners in the ministry. He then 
developed them to their potentials. When the time came for them to continue the ministry 
because Jesus has ascended to heaven, they were possessed with the power of the Holy 
Spirit. They were performing the ministry with such power that not only were people 
being converted and becoming followers of Jesus, but miracles were happening and 
becoming a key instrument in the proclamation of the gospel of Jesus. An example of this 
healing can be found in Acts 3 where after Peter and John healed a crippled beggar, and 
the people came to them astonished with what happened. Peter used the opportunity to 
proclaim the Word to them. Later on the people took notice of this power in the disciples. 
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They knew the disciples were unschooled, so they came to the conclusion that the reason 
was that they had been with Jesus (Acts 4:13). 
The apostle Paul was so confident that the Lord Jesus was transforming his life 
that he told the Corinthian believers to follow his example (1 Cor. 11:1). The goal of 
every pastor should be to model the life of following Jesus to God’s people. The apostle 
Peter had the same thing in mind when he exhorted the elders of the churches in Pontus, 
Asia, Galatia, Cappadocia, and Bithynia to be good examples to their flocks. As spiritual 
leaders in these churches, they are not to lord over the people. They have to look to the 
Chief Shepherd who is the supreme example of being a servant (1 Pet. 5:1-4). 
Pastors are the representatives of Christ in the Christian community. This truth 
was a strong emphasis among the early Christians. Pastors are to follow the overall 
lifestyle of the Lord Jesus. This path is the way one can become like Christ (Willard ix). 
This commitment means pastors should choose to practice the following: 
1. simple living, 
2. giving priority to communion with God the Father, 
3. living a life of sacrifice, 
4. living for others rather than self, 
5. living to fulfill God’s mission for oneself, and 
6. living a life of obedience even when doing so does not make sense logically. 
This lifestyle is a big challenge to the current models of training given to pastors. 
The usual training of pastors focuses mostly on the academic or the theoretical aspect. 
Most schools and seminaries now require an internship program as part of the training 
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curriculum. The internship mostly deals with the application of the learned or acquired 
skills to actual ministry. Little is done as to the spiritual formation of these pastors.   
My recommendation therefore is to integrate the spiritual formation of the pastors 
to their ministerial skills training. How do we do this is the big question. Even the 
disciples living together with Jesus as a community did not make this task any easier. The 
disciples had their own weaknesses in character. Peter made decisions based on emotions 
without fully understanding its implications. Thus, when the test came, he denied being a 
follower of Jesus (Matt. 26:69-75). James and John were branded as “sons of thunder” 
(Mark 3:17) because of their volatile temperament. Jesus was heading to Jerusalem and 
was passing through a Samaritan village, but the people there did not welcome him. 
James and John reacted by asking their Lord if he would like for them to call fire down 
from heaven to destroy these people (Luke 9:51-56). Judas was a thief who would always 
take money from their money bag, being the designated keeper of the group (John 12:6). 
The religious leaders had an easy way to bribe him to betray Jesus. These examples 
definitely show the disciples have their own issues that need to be resolved.  
Pastors too are humans with their own struggles and issues in life. If these issues 
are not resolved early on, then these issues will cause them to fall or be ineffective in 
ministry. The designed training program should have a strong component of spiritual 
formation for the pastors. Spiritual disciplines should be taught to these pastors, and 
someone should ensure they are really applying it. A retreat for these pastors would be a 
good avenue for them to put into practice with what they have learned about spiritual 
disciplines.  
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The practice of spiritual disciplines is a key component in a person’s becoming 
more and more Christlike. The more pastors understand and apply these spiritual 
disciplines, the more they will likely grow toward spiritual maturity and emotional 
stability. The more the love of God envelops them, the more they will be able to love and 
help others grow in their relationship with God. God’s love overflowing in their hearts 
will also help them conquer negative emotions like bitterness, hatred, jealousy, 
unforgiving spirit, anger, and others. As the Scripture says, “love covers over a multitude 
of sins” (1 Pet. 4:8). “It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. 
Love never fails” (1 Cor. 13:7-8a). 
Some deep issues in one’s life will not be easily overcome. This issue has to be 
identified and processed through professional counseling. Traumatic experiences during 
childhood leave deep scars that may not be readily diagnosed but will eventually surface 
during adult life. This problem may greatly hinder the development of a pastor toward 
spiritual maturity and experiencing the power of God flowing in the ministry.  
David Benner’s book, Free At Last, and Mulholland’s book The Deeper Journey 
would be good resources for helping pastors sort out their personal issues in life. As 
Mulholland pictures, the journey is from leaving behind the false self and taking on the 
true self that a person has in Christ. The goal is to be like Jesus. This goal is not just a 
wish but the only path one is to take as called servants of God. The process may be a 
painful journey, but pastors need to go through this journey in order to become better 
representatives of Christ to his people.  
As the apostle Paul reminded the Ephesian believers to put off the old self 
because it is corrupted by deceitful desires and to be renewed in their minds and to put on 
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the new self created to be like God in true righteousness and holiness (Eph. 4:22-24). 
God calls believers to put off the old self and to put on the new self. Pastors need to 
exemplify this experience to their congregations. To be like Jesus is not just a noble goal; 
it is the believer’s calling. Salvation in Christ should lead to living a holy life.  
Boa’s book, Conformed to His Image, would be another good resource in that he 
talks about the twelve facets of the complete Christian life. The approach in this training 
would be to make sure pastors are growing to becoming more like Christ. As the church 
leaders have mentioned, they would like to see their pastors as spiritual persons worthy to 
be emulated and respected in the whole community. This goal to be like Christ is a high 
standard, but the Bible clearly states that disciples must grow to be Christlike (Phil. 3:10; 
Rom. 12:2; 1 John 2:6). 
People have different personalities, and this fact affects their spiritual 
development. The choices one makes in charting a spiritual path is greatly affected by 
one’s personality. Pastors need to be able to understand their personalities and their 
tendencies. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator test or any other personality profiling tool 
will help pastors. Boa’s Appendix A on “The Need for Diversity” is a good resource for 
finding the diagnostic tool that will help pastors develop their spiritual lives based on 
their personality types (467-80). Mulholland also discussed these different spiritual 
pathways in his book The Invitation to Journey. Both authors use the works of Earle C. 
Page, “Finding Your Spiritual Path” and “Following Your Spiritual Path,” as a reference. 
Your Personality and the Spiritual Life by Reginald Johnson and Discover Your Spiritual 
Type by Corinne Ware are two more books that are helpful for pastors in understanding 
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who they are in relation to their spiritual life. Pastors must discover what they need to 
develop wholeness based on their personality. 
The designed training program for these pastors should seek to know how these 
pastors understand the concept of spiritual formation. The predominant Roman Catholic 
culture may still have some influence upon them or it could trigger a strong negative 
reaction of rejecting any form of spiritual practices that are similar to the Roman Catholic 
tradition such as the use of liturgy in worship, reading of prayers, or lectio divina. 
Spiritual formation is not about practicing certain spiritual disciplines. Spiritual formation 
involves the transformation of the heart, mind, and behavior of a person. It involves the 
whole life. The goal is to be like Jesus. 
Training to Be Conducted in the Area 
A big factor why these pastors are interested in the training seminars given by the 
seminary is that it is being done in their community in one of the churches involved in 
this study. The proximity of the venue works in their favor both timewise and financially. 
Going to the seminary would be difficult for many of these pastors. Because many of 
them are not receiving full support, this situation will be a big burden to their family 
budget. Though the seminary is not too far from Meycauayan City, Bulacan, the normal 
commute would take about 1 ½ - 2 hours by public transport. The cost of the commute is 
also significant considering these pastors’ financial resources. 
As already mentioned, the regular training, a master level program, given by the 
seminary will not fit them. The seminary also offers modules open to anyone from time 
to time under its Center for Continuing Studies. The cost for this module is quite 
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prohibitive. The wiser choice is to offer the training in their area rather than bring them to 
the seminary. This move will help bring down the cost of the training.  
Contribution of This Study 
I believe the main contribution of this research study is that as a result the 
seminary will now be pursuing a new pastoral training program that will aim to equip 
pastors who have limited education. God called these pastors to the ministry with their 
limited skills and training, but they remain faithful in serving the Lord. The ministry, 
though, has been a struggle for many of them.  
The slogan of the seminary is, “Equipping leaders to reach the world.” With this 
new program, the seminary will be able to enlarge its training recipients. The seminary 
will train more leaders to make a bigger impact in reaching the world. The training of 
pastors with limited education has not been part of the seminary ethos, but this ethos will 
now change. A larger target audience will be helpful to the seminary. 
The seminary will no longer be looked at by pastors and churches as an isolated 
training institution or ivory tower once they see that they are reaching out to them, going 
to their places to help equip them for their ministries. The seminary will be a servant to a 
wider body of churches as they help equip their pastors. The seminary will connect more 
with the community of believers as they bring their training program to where the pastors 
are, even in some far locations. The faculty will also be challenged to reach out to these 
pastors and retool their lessons to fit the level and needs of these pastors who are hungry 
for training.   
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Limitations of This Study 
The study was able to look into the situation of some of the pastors and churches 
in Meycauayan City and their need for pastoral training. The limited education of some 
of these pastors somehow inhibited them from properly identifying their needs for 
ministerial training. They were able only to give common answers. As a result, I made a 
new survey form with the suggested possible topics for training. Participants just had to 
select their top ten ministerial training needs. The fact that the topics came from me 
makes the assessment somewhat biased. The participants gave few other suggestions. 
Another limitation of this study was the fact that these churches are small, and 
their leaders are not well trained. I was able to use only the interview process for these 
twenty four leaders. As Filipinos with limited education, filling up surveys and giving 
relevant answers is difficult. The interview process was also difficult to the church 
leaders as they are not used to this process. They are not comfortable evaluating their 
pastors and think of what they need in terms of training. These church leaders were 
eventually able to give limited information regarding the ministerial skills training needs 
of their pastors. The information became more limited when the discussion focused on 
the spiritual formation practices needs of their pastors. Still the limited information 
proved to be helpful in comparing them with what the pastors themselves mentioned. 
This study identified the ministerial training needs of a specific group of pastors 
from Meycauayan City, Bulacan. The identified training needs will not be the same for 
all the other pastors in the Philippines. This study can be replicated wherever a training 
program for pastors is conducted. The process of conducting dialogues with the pastoral 
group, profiling of the pastors, surveying their training needs, and interviewing the 
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pastors will have to be implemented. The planning committee will eventually identify a 
number of core topics or subjects that are common and foundational for all pastors in the 
Philippines.   
Recommendations 
1. In light of the educational limitations of these pastors under study, I 
recommend to the seminary (ATS) that they design a training program for these pastors 
from Bulacan who have no formal training. The training program should deal with at 
least the basics of pastoral ministry. The training would be short compared to that in a 
Bible college and courses should be taught bilingually (in Tagalog and English). If 
possible, the use of Tagalog should be emphasized. This training will be nonformal. I 
recommend to the seminary leaders who will be in charge of designing this program to 
study Hobson’s article, “Creative Leadership Development: Breaking Out of the 
Traditional Seminary Mold.” Hobson makes a good case for nonformal and informal 
training of pastors. 
2. The program design should take into consideration the amount of time these 
pastors could allot on a regular basis from their schedules for the training. The reason for 
time consideration is the fact these pastors are busy and are carrying with them the big 
responsibility of establishing and growing their churches. The seminary can do the 
training on a weekly or monthly basis. 
3. The designed training program should be flexible to meet the different needs 
of pastors from different regions or provinces in the Philippines. The ministerial training 
needs of pastors from Meycauayan City may not be exactly the same as that of Pampanga 
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pastors for example. Common areas of training could eventually become the core courses 
for these pastors. 
4. The training program should not just focus on ministerial skills but also on the 
spiritual formation of these pastors. The church leaders look up to their pastors as role 
models worthy of emulation and as persons respected in the whole community. 
Developing the spirituality of the pastor is a priority in the program.  
5. The designed training program should have an element ensuring that what 
these pastors are learning, they are able to apply. This accountability could be done by 
incorporating church visits to see progress. The visits are scheduled at certain points in 
the training program. These visits will be in line with what Kane suggests in his article—
that theological training should be church centered (274). The training will incorporate 
actual church life situation. Mentoring would be another critical element, although I 
suggest mentoring be done voluntarily. 
Assignments given to these pastors should always be practical and in relation to 
their ministry context. For example, if these pastors are taught how to go through the 
planning process, a relevant assignment would be to require them to draft a one-year plan 
for a specific ministry of their church. This assignment are discussed either with the 
faculty one-on-one or analyzed with a group coming from the participants. 
Peer accountability could be another way of ensuring participants are able to 
apply what they are learning from the training program. On-the-job training is given to 
some of these pastors under the supervision of a more experienced pastor. This 
assignment will be ideal for the pastors-in-training or even the associate pastors. 
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Guidelines and expectations should be made clear to ensure effectiveness to this 
approach.  
6. For some pastors who may feel the need of further training, the seminary 
could encourage them either to go to a formal Bible college or seminary. The seminary 
could even develop a more advanced level of training to fit the needs and situation of 
these pastors. 
7. The seminary should consider the suggestions of Kane as mentioned in 
Chapter 2. The training should eventually reach the church leaders and the other 
members. The seminary could design a training program for these church leaders in 
cooperation with their pastors. The pastors should also be equipped to train the rest of the 
church members.  
8. The seminary should continue to reach out to different pastoral movements all 
over the Philippines and dialogue with the pastors and continue to evaluate their 
ministerial skills training needs and improve this new program developed. The training 
should go where the pastors are, not just bring them to the seminary or Bible school. 
Postscript 
This research study made me not just aware of the needs of so many of the pastors 
for ministerial training. It gave me the burden to do something for them by way of 
proposing an alternative training program for pastors with limited education. I am also 
committed to giving my time to teach and train them, especially in the area of church 
administration and providing leadership in the local church. I will not just be a professor 
in the seminary. I will hopefully go to where the pastors are and help them be equipped 
for the ministry. Yes, the harvest for souls is plentiful and the workers are few, but the 
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trainers of pastors who have limited education are also few. May the Lord Jesus always 
be my guide as I serve in his kingdom. 
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APPENDIX A 
SURVEY FOR PASTORS 
(236 RESPONDENTS) 
I. Profile of the Filipino Pastor 
Average age: 38 years old 
Sex: Male – 204     Female – 32 
Civil Status: Single – 52    Married – 182    Widower – 1   Widow — 1 
Average number of years married: 13.5 years 
Average number of children: 2.35 
Average number of years in the ministry: 11 years 
Highest educational degree: 
  
Elementary graduate 1 MA/MDiv units 19
High school graduate 13 MA 10
Vocational Course 2 MDiv 22
College undergraduate 23 Masters (non-theology) 1
College graduate 60 ThM 2
BTh (undergrad) 3 DMin candidate 1
BTh/others 60 DMin 1
Graduate Diploma 2 No answer 16
 
Spouse working: 
 Yes – 87/146      Full-time – 52/76     In Ministry – 40/81 
 No – 59/146       Part-time – 20/76      Non-ministry – 41/81     Abroad – 1 
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II. Profile of the Filipino Pastor’s Church 
A. Size of Congregation 
Under 50 73
51-100 90
101-150 21
151-300 20
301-500 9 
501-1,000 8 
1,001 above 14
 
B. Average age of the church: 16.4 years 
C. Independent church – 81 
Denominational church – 153 
D. Result of church split: Yes – 33    No — 197 
E. Rents worship center – 82 
Owns worship center – 137          Others – 13 
F. Average number of years pastoring this church: 4.96 years 
G. Average number of churches pastored: 2 
H. Church monthly income:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Under 5,000 57
5,001-10,000 57
10,001-20,000 31
20,001-30,000 17
30,001-40,000 10
40,000-60,000 22
60,001-100,000 15
100,001-250,000 11
Above 250,000 11
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I.   Pastor’s monthly income:  
 
Under 3,000 47
3,001-5,000 53
5,001-8,000 39
8,001-12,000 50
12,001-15,000 16
15,001-20,000 17
20,001-25,000 4
Above 25,000 6
None (tentmaker) 2
 
J. Satisfied with compensation: Yes – 103    No – 128    No answer – 5 
K. Seeks supplemental income: Yes – 144    No – 87   No answer — 5 
L. Spouse working to help make ends meet: Yes – 106     No – 76 
III. Profile of the Filipino Pastor’s Ministry 
A. Working hours per week 
Less than 48 hours = 88 
48 – 52 hours = 74 
53 – 60 hours = 40 
61 – 70 hours = 13 
more than 70 hours = 20 
no answer = 1 
B. Ministry affected family negatively 
Yes = 31 (13.5%) 
No = 198 
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C. Ministry an outright hazard to family 
Yes = 16 (7.1%) 
No = 210 
D. Able to meet demands of ministry 
Yes = 161 
No = 71 (30.6%) 
E. Adequately trained to cope with ministry demands 
Yes = 154 
No = 78 (33.6%) 
F. Faced stress-related crisis in ministry 
Yes = 209  
No = 24 (10.3%) 
G. Self-esteem now 
Higher = 183 (77.5%) 
Lower = 43 (18.2%) 
No answer = 10 
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H. Number of times having a serious conflict with member 
Once a month = 9 
Every 3 months = 22 
Every 6 months = 17 
Yearly = 26 
Seldom = 152 
None = 6 
Can’t be counted = 1 
No answer = 3 
I. Been involved in extra-marital affairs during ministry 
Yes = 19 (8%) 
No = 214 
No answer = 3 
J. Had inappropriate sexual behavior with church member 
Yes = 26 (11%) 
No = 203 
No answer = 7 
K. Had inappropriate sexual behavior with someone who is not a church 
member 
Yes = 19 (8%) 
No = 212 
No answer = 5 
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L. Been disciplined as a result of inappropriate sexual conduct 
Yes = 9  
M. Someone to discuss with sexual temptations 
Yes = 115 (48.7%) 
No = 106 (45%) 
No answer = 15 
N. Willing to confide to a counselor 
Yes = 76 
No = 45 
No answer = 16 
O. Has a close friend other than spouse 
Yes = 199 (84%) 
No = 30 (13%) 
No answer = 7 
P. Directly accountable to someone in church 
Yes = 160 (67.8%) 
No = 54 (22.9%) 
No answer = 22 
Q. Feel pressured to have an ideal family 
Yes = 95 
No = 114 
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R. Top Six Problems in Marriage 
1. Low income level  
2. Insufficient time together  
3. Church expectations 
4. Communication difficulties  
5. Use of money 
6. Difficulty raising children  
7. Sexual problems 
8. Difference over spouse career  
S. Level of sexual intimacy 
Great = 76 
Fine = 92 
Dissatisfied = 12 
No more = 3 
T. Spouse’s rating of sexual intimacy 
Great = 75 
Fine = 95 
Dissatisfied = 8 
No more = 4 
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U. Major cause of low level of sexual intimacy 
Busy schedule = 59 
Frequent night church activities = 9 
Spouse’s busy schedule = 19 
Lack of privacy = 22 
V. Biggest challenges in ministry 
1. Leading church to spiritual growth  
2. Leading church to numerical growth  
3. Developing new leaders 
4. Personal discipline in study and use of time  
5. Dealing with critical church members  
6. Balancing family and ministry demands  
7. Developing teamwork among church workers  
8. Good relationships with church leaders  
April 14, 2005 
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PASTORS 
I. Pastor’s Profile 
 
Name _______________________________ Age ________ Gender _____________ 
Marital Status _____________________ Number of children _______________ 
Highest educational attainment ________________________________________ 
Number of years in the ministry _________________ 
II. Church Profile 
 
Name of the church _______________________________________________________ 
Address of the church _____________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Denominational Affiliation _________________________________________________ 
Age of the church ___________ Years as pastor of this church __________________ 
Average Sunday worship attendance (Young people and adults) _________________ 
Average children’s attendance ______________________ 
III. Ministry Training Profile 
 
Have you attended seminars/conferences for pastors? ______________ 
If yes, how often do you attend seminars/conferences in a year? ____________________ 
Have you found these seminars helpful to your ministry? _________________________ 
What seminars have been most helpful to you? __________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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In what area/s of pastoral ministry do you believe you need to be further trained? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
If you can attend a pastoral training course, how much time will you be able to give a  
month? _________________________________________________________________ 
What are your usual practices or disciplines to develop as a servant of God? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
What spiritual disciplines or practices would you like to learn and develop in yourself? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
Date questionnaire was answered ____________________________ 
Thank you very much for your participation in this research. God bless you. 
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APPENDIX C 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE CHURCH 
Date _________________________ 
Name of church __________________________________________________________ 
Name of respondent/s 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
Position in church ________________________________________________________ 
Length of service as a leader with this church ___________________________________ 
What do you see as the training needs of your pastor?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
What do you see as the spiritual formation practices needed by your pastor? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX D 
A SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR PASTORS 
Good morning. I am Pastor Fernando Lua, a professor at Asian Theological 
Seminary (ATS). I am conducting a research study regarding the training needs of pastors 
like you, so that we at ATS, could be of better service.  
What is your full name? 
Are you married? 
How many children do you have? (for married pastors only) 
How did you become a pastor? Can you tell me a little bit about it? 
How long have you been a pastor then? 
What resources for ministry do you have, if any? How large would you describe 
your ministry resources? 
Have you found them helpful for your ministry? 
Do you go to any library to do research on ministry? Do you have access to any 
library? 
From your experience, what pastoral duties/roles are most difficult for you? 
What do you believe are the areas in pastoral ministry where you need further 
training? 
What do you practice in order to develop yourself as a pastor? 
How have these practices helped move you forward in your relationship with 
God? 
What spiritual disciplines or practices do you think you need to learn and 
incorporate in your life? 
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Thank you very much for participating in this study. Your responses have been 
very helpful. God bless you and your ministry.  
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APPENDIX E 
A SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR THE CHURCH 
Good morning. I am Pastor Fernando Lua, a professor at Asian Theological 
Seminary. I am conducting a research study regarding the training needs of pastors. Your 
answers to some questions will be very helpful to us in designing a training program for 
pastors. 
What is your name? 
What is the name of your church? 
How old is this church? 
How long have you been with this church? 
What is your position as a leader of this church? 
What do you see as the training needs of your pastor? 
What do you see as the spiritual formation practices needed by your pastor? 
What is your church doing to help your pastor further improve his/her skills? 
What is your church willing to do in order to help improve the ministry of your 
pastor? 
Thank you very much for participating in this study. Your responses have been 
very helpful. God bless you and this church. 
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APPENDIX F 
REVISED SURVEY FORM FOR PASTORS 
Survey on pastoral training needs 
 
Please choose the top 10 areas you believe you need to be trained 
Principles on Biblical Interpretation 
Old Testament survey 
New Testament survey 
Evangelical theology 
Pastoral leadership in the local church 
Administering the local church 
Pastoral ethics 
Principles of Effective Teaching 
Biblical preaching principles 
Providing pastoral counseling 
Sustaining my passion for God 
Theology of ministry 
Principles of Effective Church Planting 
Making Disciples 
Effective evangelism 
Understanding Biblical Worship 
Building Teams in Ministry 
Change and transitioning in the church 
Multiplying leaders in the local church 
Church History 
Marriage and Family Counseling 
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Other topics / areas you would like to be trained (not mentioned 
above) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name: ____________________________________ 
Date: _____________________________________ 
 
 
 
Thank you very much for your participation. God bless you. 
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APPENDIX G 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PASTORS (Tagalog) 
I. Pastor’s Profile 
 
Pangalan ______________________________ Edad ________ Kasarian ____________ 
May asawa o wala __________________ Bilang ng anak _________________________ 
Pinakamataas na antas na tinapos sa pag-aaral __________________________________ 
Bilang ng taon bilang isang pastor ____________________________________________ 
II. Church Profile 
 
Pangalan ng iyong simbahan ________________________________________________ 
Address ng simbahan ______________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Denominasyong kinaaaniban ________________________________________________ 
Edad ng simbahan _______ Bilang ng taon bilang pastor ng simbahang ito ___________ 
Bilang sa panambahan (kabataan at nakatatanda) ________________________________ 
Bilang ng mga bata _______________________________________________________ 
III. Ministry Training Profile 
Ikaw ba ay nakadalo na sa mga seminars/conferences para sa mga pastor? ____________ 
Kung oo, gaano kadalas sa isang taon na ikaw ay nakakadalo? _____________________ 
Ito bang mga seminar ay nakatulong sa iyo? ____________________________________ 
Anong mga seminars ang nakatulong ng malaki sa iyo? ___________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________________ 
Sa anong mga gawain ng pagpapastor nangangailangan ka ng karagdagang pagsasanay? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________  
________________________________________________________________________ 
Kung ikaw ay makakadalo sa isang pagsasanay sa pagpapastor, gaano karaming oras ang  
mailalaan mo para dito sa loob ng isang buwan? ________________________________ 
Ano ang iyong ginagawa (practices or disciplines) upang lumago ka pa bilang isang  
lingkod ng Diyos? ________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Anong mga spiritual disciplines or practices ang nais mong matutunan at maisagawa para  
lumago ka pa sa iyong relasyon sa Diyos? _____________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Petsa: __________________ 
Maraming salamat sa iyong partisipasyon sa research na ito. Pagpalain ka ng Diyos. 
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APPENDIX H 
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE CHURCH (Tagalog) 
Petsa _________________________ 
Pangalan ng Simbahan_____________________________________________________ 
Pangalan ng mga sumasagot at posisyon sa simbahan ____________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Ano ang nakikita ninyong mga pagsasanay na kailangan ng inyong pastor upang lalong  
mapagbuti ang ministeryo ng Panginoon? ______________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Ano-anong mga spiritual na gawain o disiplina ang kailangan matutunan ng inyong  
pastor upang lumago pa bilang lingkod ng Diyos? _______________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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